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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
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For insight into the personal-social adjustment needs 
of boys and girls, the sociogram is ~ device that aids the 
classroom teacher i .n understanding group dynamics as it in-
fluences individual behavior. 
The problem. The purpose of this study was to analyze 
social acceptance in a fifth grade before and after a unit 
series program. 
Statement or the problem. This study was undertaken, 
(1) To do a case study analysis or e.ach pupil, (2) To dis-
cover by giving an acceptability test the leaders and the 
1 isolates in the class, (3) To aid the leaders in maintaining 
their rating, and to furnish activities for the isolates to 
improve their acceptabilitY through a series or constructed 
units, ( 4) To condt~c·t a second test and investigate social 
changes within the group. 
Justification or the problem. Social acceptability 
during childhood contributes materially to the growth of 
mature citizens. The classroom is not meeting its respon-
sibility to produce capable and emotionally secure adults 
unless an attempt is made to provide ach individual with an 
opportunity for development in social advancement. The 
sociometric test can aid in evaluating scientifically a 
child's social relatio.nship in the classroom. The unitary 
technique can provide opportunities for participation in 
activities that promote social stimulus within a group. 
Definitions of terms 
Leaders - those children having a majority of choices. 
Sociometric test - shows groups and aids in diagnosi.ng 
individual association patterns . 
A sociogram - from the results of a sociometric test a 
chart is made of the inter-personal relations within a 
group . 
Mutual choices - children that choose each other. 
Isolates - children not chosen by anyone. 
Islands - children in small groups detached from the 
larger groups . 
Triangle - three children havi.ng mutual choices on all 
three sides. 
Moreno1 defines a sociometric test as an instrument to 
measure the amount or organization shown by special groups. 
In this study the writer is attempting to discover 
soc·ial acceptance before and after the unitary technique . 
• 
Therefore, it was considered advisable to administer a 
1. Moreno, Jacob L., Who Shall Survive? Nervous and Mental 
Disease Publishing Company, Washington D. c., 1934. 
P. 11. 
2 
, sociometric test, devi sed by Bullis and 0'Mall ey, 1 to learn 
the stat us obtained by the children among the l ' classmates. 
1. Bullis, Edmund H. and 0 'Malley, Emily E. Human Re la tiona 
in the Classroom, Delaware State Society for Menta! 
Hygiene, PUblishers, Delaware, 1947. Pp. 44-46. 
3 
4 
' 
I 
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CHAPTER II 
RELATED ·LITERATURE AND RESEARCH 
1 A.. History 
Ea!•ly endeavors were made to analyze the social structure 
of a group by Emory s. Bogardus1 using a social dist ance 
scale. However, the firs·t systematic presentati on of Socio-
metric techniques was made by Dr. Jacob L. Moreno , 2 an 
Austrian physician, in his mo.nograph. 
Other prominent leaders in the field of Sociometry who 
have made valuable contributions are: S. c. Dodd,3 who did 
a s t udy of social testing in the Near East., and Lundberg, 4 
who made a study of soci a l attractio.ps, All o i· these men 
made early contributions to the theory and application of 
Sociometries. 
Dr. Hel en Hall Jenn1nss5 wrote a book whicl:l aided in the 
development of a magazine entitled "Sociometry.... It was 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4 . 
I 5o 
Bogardus, Emery s. 11 A Social Distance Sca l e ." Sociology 
and Social Research, 17: 265-271; 1933 . 
Moreno, Jacob L. Who Shall Survive? Washington, D. c., 
Nervous and Mental Disease PUblishing Company, 1934 . P. 1. 
Dodd, s. C. "A Social Distance Test. ~" American Journal 
of ·Soc1o1ogy, 41: 194-204; 1935. 
Lundberg, G. A. and .Steel e , Mary . "Social Attraction 
Patterns in a Village. ~'. Sociometry, 1: 375-419; 1938 . 
Jennings, Helen H. Leadershil and Isolation, New York: 
Longma.ns, Green and Company 1 943. P. 240 . 
I 
5 
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published to give the findings of investigators in Socio-
metric methods. 
B. Significance 
Social effectiveness depends on the individual and his 
1 environment. Jastak1 believes that both are inseparable. 
The things which influence human relations in man within and 
il without are numerous. 
The atmosphere of the classroom influences the child, 
and a sense of belonging to a group is essential , psychologi-
cally. The classroom is like an experimental laboratory, 
, for there, human relationship.s can be learned first hand. 
2 ' Elliot maintains the classroom gives chances for the 
child to grow socially if a teacher is observant and notices 
the need and ingenuity of each pupil. 
Baxter3 points out that if people can enjoy each other 
hannoniously the psychological climate of a class can im-
1 prove if opportunities are created for them to work and play 
together-
I: 
\ 
1. 
2. 
3· 
Jastak, Joseph. ''The Social Acceptability Test." 
Understand!~ the Child. Vol. 15: 17-18,; 1946. · 
Elliot, Mei H. "Patterns of Friendship in the Class-
room." Progressive Education. 18: 383-390,; November, 
1941. 
Baxter, Bernice and Cassidy, Rosalind. Grou~ Experience 
the Democratic Way, New York: Harper and Bro hers, 1943. 
pP. 87-88 . . 
~====--==------
C. DEFINITION OF TERMS 
1 Taba defines Sociometric testing. This test is "a de-
vice for securing preferences in associates that are not ex-
pressed in behavior. I t enables you to get a fairly compre-
hensive pictur e of the structure of social r elations in an 
entire class." 
2 In Loomis and Pepi nsky' s report, Bronfenbrenner defines 
the term: "Sociomet:cy; is a method of di scovering, describing, 
and evaluating social status, structure, and development 
through measuring the extent of acceptance or rejection in 
social groups . " 
J ennings3 gives his definition as: rtsociometry is a 
means of presenting simply and graphically t he entire structure 
of relations existing at a given time among members of a 
given group . 
4 
· D. LIMITATIONS IN SOCIOMETRIC TECHNIQUES 
Persons using this method of testing should be aware 
that there are limitations: 
1. Taba, Brady, Robinson and Vickery. "Diagnosing Human 
Relations eeds." American Council on Education: Studies 
in Intergroup Relations, Pp. 71-73. 
2. Loomis, Charles P. and Pepins~, Harold. "Sociometry 
1937-1947 - Theory and Method. ' Sociometry XII; 262-285 , 
August, 1948. 
3. Jennings op. cit. 
4. Columbia University, Teachers College, Horace Mann-Lincoln II 
Institute of School Experimentation. How to Construct a 
Sociogram. New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, 1947. Pp. 11-12. 
6 
-------- ----•.;:..;;::;:_ 
A. Validity. The answers of the children are only 
valid as is made possible by the morale of the group 
tested, · and the degree of harmony of the classroom 
teacher wi th the class. 
B. Reliability. Stablization in group structure occurs as 
the children become older. 
c. Scope. The manner in which the basic material is 
gathered forces responses. 
D. A Sociogram does not give final answers but leads to 
future ~tudy. 
E. A Sociogram should be used by professional people. 
Care should be taken in usi.ng the findings with any-
one who might not have the right point of view to-
wards the results. 
E. THE NATURE OF THE GROUP 
Basically a group should be united in a conunon endeavor. 
Adequate communication should be established; group members 
must be able to distribute satisfactions; control or coopera-
tive efforts; and an understand~ng or what each one can do 
and the limitations. 
The Social Skills as set up by Thelen1 are: integration 
or various points or view into a more basic concept; sum-
marizing the positions of the group; developing solutions 
l. Thelen, Herbert A. "Princ:Lple of Least G cup Size." 
The School Review, 57:3: 141-143, March, 1949. · 
- --::.. =-"-·- =--=-- - =---== ~---=-- -=--- -
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which will be realistic; determining the standa~ds upon 
which the group will Judge their accomplishments; each one 
should be made to feel that anything valuable should be con-
tributed freely. 
1 Benne and Sheats maintain that the purpose of the group 
task role is to nfacilitate and coordinate group effort in 
the selection and definition of a common problem and in the 
solution of that problem. 11 
Jenn1ngs2 feels that in the socio-group, individuals are 
selected who "can importantly create a milieu benefiting many 
members." 
F. CRITERIA 
The Criteria for Sociometric tests with the standards 
being set up by Jennings3 are as follows: 
1. The actual situations should be real. 
2. The test is .not an end in itself. 
3. There is an immediacy to the choices which are made. 
Every child has the chance to act for his own interest in 
a situation in which he is to be implicated. 
1. 
2. 
Benne, Kenneth D. and Paul Sheats. "Functional Roles of 
Group Members." The Journal of Social Issues, 4:2: 424, 
Spri.ng, 1948. 
Jennings, H. H. "Sociometry of Leadership." Sociometry 
Monofraph, 14, New York, Beacon House, 1947. P. 28. 
Jenn ngs, Helen H. "Sociometric Grouping in Relation to 
Child Development." 1 50 Yearbook of the Association for 
Sutervision and Curricu um eve o*men, as ng on, • .: 
Na ional Education Association, C apter 13, Pp. 204-205. 
8 
9 
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The criterion of f ree association is applied in Socio-
metric studies to recognize in-groups through use of some 
variant of the question "Who are your friends~" The clique 11 
structure is differentiated from the "work structure" by the 
criterion question, "With whom would you like to work on this 
project?" 
2 Bonney found that the "work with" choices were more ex-
tensively alloted than the "play with 11 choices. This would 
indicate that it is easier to find social acceptance in the 
play group than in the work group. 
Children have an increasing ability in the intermediate 
grades to begin to think logically and to cooperate in 
groups. Learning in group living cannot be anticipated un-
,less opportunities for group experiences are provided. For 
according to Cunningham3 "Of major importance is the degree 
- of opportunity offered to the individual a for making choices 
in a variety of situations. Opportunities for learning group 
living may be found in group planning, creative or apprecia-
tive activity, and class organization. Although opportunity 
for favorable group living must permeate all activities, 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Prescott, Daniel. Helbing Teachers Understand Children, 
American Council Educa ion, Washington, 1945. P. 265. 
Bonney, Merl E. "A Study of the Sociometric Process 
Among Sixth Grade Children. 11 Journal of Educational 
Psychology, 37: 359-362; September, 1946. 
Cunningham, Ruth and Associates. Underst~nding Grou~ 
Behavior of B1s and Girls. Teachers ColL.ge, Co1um ia 
University, 19 1. Pp. 260-261. 
!I 
I 
,, 
I 
- -=--=~=== 
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there may be a place for more direct , intensive organized 
study in certain areas." A unit of s t udy is cited as an 
example of such di rect study. 
The social potentialities of the middle grades as r e-
vealed through group relationshi s are rich in themselves and 
1 give hope fo~ continued development in the future. 1 The t rend 
of r eae rch shows the children of eight t o el even s socially 
,. adjusted individuals fo.r t unate.· in their potentialities for 
growth, l eami 2 and 11 vi ng. " 
G. REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
I t ~as not clear as to what the effects of grouping 
ch~ldren in the classrooms were upon social relationships. 
' It i s now apparent that a clearer picture of social inter-
action of a class i s shown thr ough Sociometric tests and r e -
search. 
Criswe113 discovered that when children are young, they 
are not aware of their r ating with ot her member s of their 
class, but as they grow older a keener i nsight is developed. 
1. 
g. 
,, 3. 
Burrows, Alvina . Teachin~ Children i n the Middle Grades, 
Boston: D. C. Heath and -ompany, 1952. · 
Blair, Arthur W. and William H. Burton. Growth and 
Development of the Preadolescent, New York: Appleton-
cent ury-crafts , Incorporated, 1951. 
Criswell, Joan H. "A Sociometric Study of Race Cleavage 
in the Classroom. " Ar chives of Psychology , No .. 235, 
J anuary, 1939 . 
--~--=· 
Negro children, as they mature, withdraw to within their own 
racial group. 
Flotow' a1 study involved children in grades 4-8. The 
findings from t his experiment were that the home environment 
inf luenced social r ating . The socially adjusted child had 
1 the mos t social contacts. There appears to be a correlation 
between I. Q. and social status. 
2 
1 Tai t' s work studies the agreement between pupil and 
II . 
teacher choices for play and work companions in grades o.ne, 
two and three. There was a low percent of agreement, for 
, according to teachers' judgment there was 38.1~ of accuracy 
with children's choices for popular and unpopular play com-
panions. 
Northway3 conducted an investigation of eighty children 
in grades five and six. Through case studies and Sociometric 
testing, lack of affection at home seemed to affect the social 
status of the children, making them withdrawn and isolates. 
Socioeconomics, I. Q.'s., or looks did not influence childrens' 
choices in her conclusions. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Flotow, Ernest A. 
School Children." 
May, 1946. 
"Charting Social Relationships in 
Elementarz School Journal, 46:498-504; 
the Agreement 
and Work 
Unpublished Ed. 
Education, 
Tait, Margaret K. 11 A Sociometric Study of 
Between Pupil and Teacher Choices for Play 
Companions in Grades One, Two and Three." 
Service Paper, Boston University School of 
Boston, 1942. 
Northway, Mary. "Outsiders." Sociometry VII:l0-25, 
February, 1944. 
- --=---=-=---~ - -=~ = - -=-- ~-- =-
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Olsen, 1 who reported on a Sociometric test to discover 
the children in a third grade who needed help in group living, ' 
1: 
I found that cooperation bett1een the home, school and community 
·' 
:I 
is required for better social living. 
Research, testing and observation have shown that emotional 
control and good health are characteristic of children in the 
2 intermediate grade. Gesell points out that "The consolida-
tions of t hose first ten years will .not be sloughed off. 
They will r emain an integral pa~t of the action-system of the 
maturing ~outh." The potentialities of social growth at this 
· age are at the seasoning stage and offer opportunities for 
future development. 
Kuhl en and Lee3 tested to find social acceptance and 
personality characteristics. Seven hundred children from 
the sixth grade to the twelth were involved ~n this study. 
The children receiving the maJority of choices were selected; 
if they had a sense of humor, and were frie.ndly and happy 
individuals. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Olsen, Willard. 
the Classroom ." 
1946. 
"The Improvement of Human Relations in 
Childhood Education, 22: 317-325, March, 
Gesell, Arnold and Frances L. Ilg. The Child from Five 
to Ten. New York: Harpers Brothers 1946. P. 217. 
Kuhlen, Raymond and Beatrice Lee . "Personality Character-
istics and Social Acceptability in Adolescence." Journal 
Of Educational Psychology:, 34: 321-339, September, 1943. 
The social structure of the Pierce Elementary School in-
volving seven classrooms was the basis of Helen Connor ' s 1 
study. The children established firmer~ c l oser associates 
as they matured , and the heter o-sexual choices were fewer in 
the id le grades . 
The means by which teachers can judge needed improvement 
through group techniques is being carried on by teacher s in 
Springfield, Missouri~ They ar e working in cooperation with 
. 2 
t he Horace Mann-Lincoln I nstitute of School Experimentation. 
As tlis analysis i s using the unitary t echniques towards 
group improvement, the follo\'ling experiment i s of pertinent 
interest; A six year experi ment involving 75,000 children 
and 2,500 t eachers was conducted. In the e lementary school · 
syst ems of New York C1ty, 3 substituted for the tr ditional 
textbook l earni ngs ere units of pupil activit y. The control 
and experiment al school s were paired on t he basis of inte lli-
ence, l ocat i o.n, socia l background and socio-economic status. 
The ac t ivity school showed pupil self-direction, more diversity, 
more correl ated projects and a larger display of .handiwork. 
· 1. Con or, Hel en. "A Sociometric Analysi s of the Pierce 
Elementary School ~ " Unpublished Ed. M. Thesi s, Boston 
University School of Education, Boston, 1947. 
2 . Fos. y , Welles l ey . "Evaluating Social Learnings." 
Childhood Educa tion, 26: 65-69 ; October, 1949. 
3. J'erslld, A. T. and Associates. "An Evaluatio.n of' Aspect 
of the Activity Profiram in the New York City Public 
Elementary Schools. Journal of Experimental Education, 
Vol . VIII, December, 1939. pP. 166-207. 
====---- - -=-
"The activity childl'"'en also tend to be su ei'"iOl" in tests that 
1 
call for intellectual operations." 
r~orrison2 made the following finding: Children i n 
activity claoses bad a bette~ liking for school. In his re-
vie\'1 o"' the New York City ex eriment, the only statistical 
differences between the two prog~ams favor the activity pr~-
cedure d re found in the development or the ... kill in 
critical r eading, in civic attitudes , in the u,;;.>e of 'better 
understand! of social relationships. 
Oberholtzer3 made a study of grades four and five and 
found that whe·n there it.::i organization of a fu ed pr gram., the I 
children not only maintained subj.ect skilla but lea:rned more 
social skills than did childre in regulated periods. 
The ·:-uture o · the unit method on human relations an 
group structurv presents an interesting field for research. 
I
ll · Invest! atox-s find that through the various activ1tie"-~, 
0 l"oup contacts seem to aid in improving soci 1 relationships • . ,
acomber4 states that "education should h ve rich and 
varied experiences in the performance of the bas ic functions 
1. Jersild , A. T. and Associates. "A Further Comparison of 
p,pils in Activity and No -Activity Schools." Jou:mal of 
E.xperi ental Education, Vol . IX, J une, 1941 . P. 308. 
2 . Morrison, J. and Associates. "The Activity Program." 
A Survey qf the Curriculura Experiment \'lith the Activity 
Program in the Elementary Schools of the City of e·· 
York. (New York State Education Department, 1941.) 
3. Oberholtzer, E. E. "An Intergrated Curriculum i n Practice ." 
Teachers College Contributions to Education, New York: 
Teachers College, Columbia Un~versity, 1937, No . 694. 
· 4. Macomber, Freeman. Guidi~ Child Development in the Ele-
mentary School, New York:~ew York Book Company, 1948. 
~~. 18. -- -
l ~-
of social livin r ather than t he mastery or certain skills 
and the learning of a body of conventional subJect matter for 
1 ts o\' n sa.lte. " 
Jersild1 advocates that "education should be gea ed t 
tho ourse of hum n development . " 
In conclu .. io , the uthor agrees v.rith the philosophy of 
2 I Sister ~ary Richardine v Errors and 1ne1~f1c1enoy often ppea r 
in the lives of children . The uppermost thoughts should point I 
out the means of achieving the desired accomplishments with 
things at their own disposal. In the final an lysis, the 
children are tle main objective of education, .and not the 
I knowledge of f acts . 
.. 
1 . Jersild, Arthur T. "Principles of Child Development as 
Applied to tle Curriculum." Teachers College Record. 
Vol. 48; December, 1946 . . . 
I 2. Si ster ~ ary Ricl"..ardine. "The Experience Urlt in the 
First Grade." Elementary English Reviel'_!, Janue,ry, 1943. 
Pp . 26-27 . 
15 
CHAPTER III 
PLAN OF STUDY 
An investigation was conducted by means or Sociometric 
testing to analyze social acceptance before and after a 
series of units. 
This study was made in a fifth grade of a public ele-
menta.Fy school in a town approximately thirty miles from 
Boston. The occupational range would place most of the 
group in the lower n1iddle socio-economic class. 
PuEil Background.. The twenty-eight pupils for whom 
these un1 ts are_ ·planned are of Irish, Italian, Russian, 
Dutch, Polish, Finnish, French, Swedish, Jewish, and English 
, backgrounds. The community is very cosmopolitan with ap-
proximately seventeen different nationalities being repre-
sented. The varying environmental factors of these children 
of various nationalities present a challenge to the class-
room teacher. 
The Classroom. A traditional room with a large bulletin 
· board, a library corner, and a visual aids corner. 
The grade is made up of 28 pupils--16 boys, 12 girls. 
The chronological ages ranged from nine years, six months 
1 to twelve years, eleven months. The average intelligence 
quotient as obtained from Otis Quick Scoring Mental Ability 
I Tests, Beta, Form A, was 105, wi.th a range of 78 to 125. 
16 
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The average mental age was eleven years, two months to four-
teen years, six months. Academic achievement was measured 
11 by the Stanford Achievement Tests, Intermediate Battery, 
Form J. 
Two sociometric tests were administered over a period 
of six months. 
Administering the Sociometric Test. Each child was 
given a ~heet of lined composition paper. The following 
information was placed at the top of each paper: name, 
date , school, grade, and age. As the children numbered down 
one through ten, the teacher wrote the names of all the 
I children in the class on the board. 
"We are going to answer the ten questions which will 
be read to you. You may vote for girls or boys alike. You 
I may vote for the same person more than once if you wish." 
The following test was given as devised by Bullis and 
- l 
O'Malley. 
l. I f you, · ~ere electing a class president, -who 
do you think should be elected? 
2. If your mo·ther asks you to 1nvi te one class-
' mate to your birthday dinner, whom would you ask? 
3. Suppose that person coulcm·x-t _accept; whom 
would you then invite? 
l. Bullis, H. Edmund and Emily E. O'Malley, Op. Cit ... , 
Pp. 44-46. . 
17 
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4. Suppose you had to select even a third choice; 
whom would you then like to ask? 
5. Suppose you needed help with your classwork 
and the teacher told you to get help from someone in the room; 
whom would you ask? 
6. Suppose your class had some money. Someone 
must take care of it; whom would you choose to be your class 
treasurer? 
1· Suppose you have a difficult and dangerous job 
to do. You need help to do it; tlhom in this class would you 
depend upon to work with you? 
8. Who in this elasa has some outstanding ability 
r in art, sports, acting, music, or any other field? Put one 
name after number 8, telling briefly what he or she is good 
in. 
9· After number 9, put down the name of the girl 
in this claes .who you believe gets along beet with her class-
mates. 
10. Aft.er number 10 ~ put down the name of the boy 
in the class you -believe gets along best with his classmates. 
Using the data from the children1 s papers~ sociograms 
were charted with arrows showing the direction of choices. 
The children's names are not used in this study, but pseudonyms 
were substituted. 
It was made clear to the children that the information of 
the previous "game" would be kept confidential. 
18 
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The Sociometric tabulation was set up showing in the 
left hand column the voters or the pseudonyms of the children 
making the choice , and at the top the names of the children 
chosen. The total numbers horizontally will be ten and the 
vertical totals will tell the individual score of each· child. 
The second tabulation was set up showing in the left 
hand column the voters, and at the top the ten questions in-
volved in this study. This shows the number of votes re-
ceived by individuals for each question, and the way choices 
were made are shown. 
When the social acceptance of each child was discovered 
through sociometric findings, a unit series program wa 3 
initiated. One of the chief objectives in education is to 
lay the foundation for prepari ng our children to be good . 
future citizens. One of the most desirable assets is the 
ability to get along well with others. The unit study con-
tributes to this aspect of social acceptance development 
through its emphasis upon group planning and education. The 
· child works in terms of his immediate interests and experi-
e ces. Through ct.i vi ties the child learns ha:n'-_onious 11 ving, 
the sharing of' ideasj and evaluating the endeavors of the 
group. 
In correlation with this studyJ the needs of the 
children, and the curriculum guide, the following three 
units were constructed and carried out in the fifth grade 
from October to March: 
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1. A Unit on Food; 
2. A Unit on Birds; 
3. A Unit on our Borderline Neighbors. 
In March the second sociometric test was given, and the 
procedure fol lowea the same pattern as the f irst test. The 
same number of children were involved in t he second test. 
A case study of . each child 1 as made 1n the form of 
i .ndi vidual paragraphs . 
In the next chapter, an analysis of the data in both 
tests will be given. 
- -.=--_.;;... --==-
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A UNIT ON FOOD 
A Unit on Food 
I. Overview 
- -~ 
Beginning with our own community, a study will be 
made about foods, milk~ vegetables , and market gardens of 
this area ~ A broadening conception of social dependence 
with the realization that very littl e of the f ood consumed 
by people is produced in one ' s neighborhood will be developed. 
A study on t he value of food 1n our daily diet, and the 
scientific advancements which have been made i n t he production, 
·: preparation, and preservation of food in t he past hal f 
' century. 
II . Understandings 
1 . Nutrition fects the \'lay you look , f eel, and act. 
2 . Some foods are produced in our ottfn neighborhood, 
but many foods are obtained from other parts of our country 
and of the world. 
3. Today we have a greater variety of foods because of 
the changes in transportation, aye of preserving foods, new 
foods from other countries, and climatic changes. 
4. Correct eating habits and good manners at the table 
are i mportant . 
5· Most foods contain a number of valuable constitu-
ents. Milk, eggs, and green vegetables are counted as the 
most va luable foods . 
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III. Appreciations and Attitudes 
1~ Appreciates the value of food and Amer~ca~ riches 
in supplying our daily need of food. 
2. Develops an active curiosity in t he source and 
preparation of the food he eats. 
3. Accepts responsibility to share as occasion demands 
whether as a leader or a follower in group activities. 
4. Develops an active curiosity and a friendly opirit 
towards other people. 
5.. Appreci!:\tes man's dependence upon farms for the 
food supply. 
IV. Skills and Habits 
1. Ability to organize and classify materials including 
reading matter, pictures, specimens , and exhibits. 
2. Ability to report accurately information gained 
from first-hand observation and from reading. 
3. Enlarges vocabulary through the use and spelling of 
words used in connection with the unit. 
4. Ability to use the table of contents and index in 
' seeking definite lnfonnation. 
5. Participates more freely in expressional activities 
' at school. 
6. Is neat in working with and caring for materials. 
'i 1· Is able to assemble materials in a descriptive book-·I 
i 
I let that will interest classmates. 
---- ----~ 
8. Workb successfully and cooperatively ~1th others 
in committee groupsg 
g. Liste. attentively to discussions, reports, and 
conversation of others . 
V- Approach Activity 
l . Let the childre.n gi vc accounts of their experiences 
:·ith .food--visiting food markets and farms, picki berri e , 
' gather! eggs, going fishing, attending county fair a d 
foo ShO\"VS . 
2. Let the chil dren discuss the fall garden cro 
. be ng harvested and the gardening t hey have done . 
3. Have bull tin display of pictures of many f oods 
under t e caption, "tl/here do they come from? 11 Have a chart 
1: sho 1ng the Basic Seven Food Groups. 
4. Discuss the school milk pro ram, i t s v lue, and how 
it is car 1ed on in the school . 
5. \leig the children and mak a simple gr aph showing 
the t'le1ght of each child. After the second weighing have a 
discussion period on health and its relation to diet~ 
6. Place a set of Health textbooks in the school 
library. 
VI. Activities 
lo Make a sandtable of a dairy farm. (Can be seen in 
the community.) Include the dairy barnJ silo, herd of cows , 
and pastures . 
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2. ake another sandtable of a market garden and an 
apple orchard. 
3. Collect pictures of foodfl for a food booklet. 
t. \rite captions or short stories about the roo s for 
the food booklet. 
5. . ake a mural of' the stor-y or bread. St rt with 
the time a grain of wheat is planted. Show what happens 
until the bread is on the table. 
6 . Visit a dai:ey fann in the neighborhood. 
7. Visit an orchard in the neighborhood. (Try to make 
this visit during the harvesting time. ) 
8. Make a map booklet--one of' schoolroom, school 
neighborhood, highways leading out of' town, showing routes of 
visits. ~ark north, ~~ southj and west in the right 
places. 
9. Invite parents to a sandwich luncheon which class 
prepares. Arr nge table for buffet serving. Entertain them 
by telling about your study of foods . 
10. r,1ake . list of vegetables grown in your part of the 
country. 1ake another l~st of the fruits grown. Put on 
charts for the .bullet1n board. 
11 . .Find out whether any pla.nta in your part of the 
countcy are used f'or sugar. Malee pictures of' the story of 
maple · sugar. 
12. Look i n grocery stores for fruits and vegetables in 
cans . L1 t same on charts using the labels from the cans. 
13. Ask someone who rune a market or a grocery store 
what frozen food he sells, and how they are kept. Report to 
class on information gained. 
14. Make a drawing of a citrus fru1 t grove to show how 
trees are planted in rows. Use library to find pictures for 
models. 
15. Make a list of live stock raised in the community. 
16. Find pictures of farm animals that are sold for food. 
Label those that a:re raised nearby. Display pictures on 
the bulletin board under th caption, "The Meat We Eat," or 
a similar title selected by the class. 
17. Collect pictures of farm tools and machines used 
on farms which have helped to increase the production of 
foods. 
18. Exhibit fruits from an orchard in the community. 
Label the ~inds of apples for appropriate uses--eating, 
pies, etc. 
19. Exhibit samples or (pictures ) fresh, frozen, canned, 
and dried fruits . 
20. Plan and prepare special menu for the refreshments 
ror the annual Halloween party, Christmas part, and Valentine 
party. 
21. Write letter asking permission to visit: 
a. The grocery store; 
b . The dairy farm; 
--==---~ 
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c. The milk processing company . (There is one in 
the community where the process of pasteurization and bottling 
can be observed.) 
d. To pare.nts t elling plans for the trip a 
e. Thank you letters following the visits . 
= 
, (Whether the letters wil l be written by committees, individuals', 
or chosen from class letters will be decided by the clas .) 
22. Write stories about the trips for the school magazine .• ,1 
Illustrate with original drawings. 
23. Discuss the care of plants and animals that give us 
food. 
24. Read orally stories and poems about topics on food. 
Such as, "Ted and Nina Go to the Grocery Store, 11 by Marguerite 
De Angeli; "Susan'·s Neighbors," by William Gray, pp. 88-134; 
from My Poetry Book by Huffard and Thompson , "A Pop Corn 
Song," "Animal Crackers. 11 
25. Study and discuss old and modern pictures of farm 
,, life, and market places. 
26. Construct moving pictures to show to other rooms 
about the trips taken and where our food comes from. 
27. Engage in dramatic play--storekeeper, farmer, and 
millanan. Present play called "Seven Doorways to Health." 
28. Compose rhythms as a phase of dramatic play. 
29. Experiment with different kinds of soils ~n glass 
jars for growing beans or seeds. 
=-= . ~ -~-- --=~=---=---"- -~ -- ._,__ 
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30 •. Make health scrapbooks . Col lect . pictures on foods. 
Mount pictures and wri te health rule concernin~ pictures. 
31 . Draw pictures of various foods and paste in correct 
locations on map of the United States . 
32. Make a chart of ib-tures shO\dng foods m de with 
flour. 
33. Make a study and collection of common cereals. 
34. Visit the school cool<i.ng class. Learn about 
different methods of preparing food for fami l y table such as 
boili ng, frying, stewing, baking . 
35. I n one corner of the schoolroom set up a health 
store . Chi l dr en bring empty cans , cartons, boxes . 
36. Collect r ecipes of foods liked by differ ent nationali i 
ties. (Several are represented in the class.) Put recipes in 
folder for Christmas gift to mother s. 
37· Discuss foods raised in cool, warm, and hot lands , 
especiall y fruits such as apples, pears, oranged, gr apefruit, 
bananas , and pineappl es. 
38. Watch films and filmstrips on the subJect of food , 
such as f'ilmstrip "Food for Health. 11 
39. take pictorial di ct ionary on ttor ds about food. Keep 
the dictionary on t he school library table. 
40. Construct a health train. Make seven shoe boxes for 
each car and an o tmeal box for the engine , showing the seven 
basic foods: protein, calories, calcium, phosphorus, iron and 
vitamins. 
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41. 
.. work: 
42. 
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Children select committees on which the wioh to 
a. Table -setting committee 
b . A serving committee 
c. Clean-up committee 
d. Food-preparation committee 
e. Food-purchasing committee. 
Art and Construction Committee 
a. Dra\' di agrams of a table se3iting 
b. ake pl ace mats from white constructi on paper3 
fringe the ends , and design a pat tern i n the 
middle of the paper . 
c. Place cards and dinner favors 
d. Plan a frieze on nutrition 
43 . Health Store Committee 
a. Salesman 
b. Buyers 
c. Cashier 
44. Research Committ ee 
a. Find books on food, nutrition and party planning 
in the library and set up a classroom library. 
b. From Compton 's Picture d Ency clopedia look in the 
table of contents for facts on Nutrition. 
·~~-==-~=~======="-'-='-== ----
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Correlations 
A. Reading 
1. Reading captions under charts, pictures and film 
strips. 
2. Reading lists, rules and definitions. 
3. The teacher utilized the vocabulary in the basic 
health texts, either to introduce a new word or to represent 
a familiar word in a meaningful way. 
B. Arithmetic Concepts 
1. Putting price marks on vegetables and fruit in our 
nutrition s tore. 
2. Experiences with scales. 
a. Weighing thi.ngs on small scales. 
b. Being weighed on large scales. 
3. Experience with pints and quarts, dozens, measuring 
fractions of a cup, and dividing foods. 
c. Language 
1. During planning periods conversational standards 
were set up. 
a. One person should talk at a time. 
b. Ideas should be expressed clearly. 
D. Composition 
1. Writing menus. 
2. Writing invitations. 
3. Lettering charts. 
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4. Writing place cards. 
5· Writing thank-you letters. 
E. Social Behavior 
1. Sharing with others such as food, aprons, and chairs. 
2. Learning the correct way to set a table. 
3· Taking turns in conversation. 
4. Being courteous to others. 
5· Remembering correct table manners. 
6. Accepting responsibility by completing tasks. 
7. Conforming to behavior standards set up by the 
group. 
Vocabulaey 
A. Dairy B. Food Nutrition 
a. ventilators a. protein 
b. alfalfa b. calories 
c. clover c. calcium 
d. sorghum d. phosphorus 
e. sterilize e. iron 
f. temperature r. vitamins 
g . pasteurized C . Daily Food 
h. refrigerated a. fortified margarine 
.1. homogen.1zed b. vegetables 
j. particles c. poultry 
k. vacuum d. vitamins 
1. production e. carbohydrates 
m. automatic f. fats 
n. purity 
o. conveyor 
P• cartons 
g. proteins 
h. minerals 
VII . Eva.luatic;m Techniques 
Objective Tests: 
Multiple Choice Test - (sample exercises ) 
Draw a line under the right ending for each sentence. 
1 . Long ago people sweetened most or their roods 
with 
sugar honey 
2. Bees get honey from 
blossoms fruit 
Arrangement: 
syrup 
leaves 
These sentences tell the story of apples, but they are 
.not in the right order. Write the sentence that belongs 
first, then the one that belongs next. Do this until 
you have finished the story. 
The apples are sorted and wrapped. 
Apple trees are planted in apple orchards. 
Apples grow from a part of the apple blossom. 
Apples are sent away in refrigerator cars. 
Farmers take good care of their little apple trees . 
Apples are packed in boxes or baskets. 
Men climb up on ladders to pick apples. 
Matching Test: 
Here are the endings for sentences that are started 
below. Can you write them wher e they belong? 
-- -· -----: -==-
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is made from wheat flour. 
=~ -----
with a plow. 
cut and thresh wheat. 
one kind of grass. 
1. \Jiheat is----------------· 
2. Most of our· bread 
--------------------
3. Farmers break up the ground ----
4. Plows are pulled by • 
------------------
Completion test: 
Write words you know :to fill the blanks in the following 
1 
sentences : 
1. Vegetable farms are called 
----
• 
----
2. Truck farmers raise for peopl e. 
-------- -------
Methods of Self~evaluation: 
Make check list. List ten to fifteen questions setting 
up standards during the planning. Review ~hen necessary . 
Questions such as: 
1. Have I worked well with the members of my 
committee? 
2. D~ I bring in the pictures for the school 
magazine? 
Behavior Records and Anecdotal Accounts: 
Record short~ concise sentences or phrases recounting 
behavior patterns observed . Be obJective in observations 
and comments. 
Example : Anecdotal record of •s behavi or. 
-----
~ ~-----
(date) Worked alone. Asked help occasionally. 
(date) Offered to help 
(dat e ) Asked to do things. 
(date) Worked well with partner. 
Other Descriptive Methods to Gather Evidence : 
Art wor k. Check color~ size , proportion, position. 
Give chil opportunity t o tell about his art work. 
Skill Testing ( to e eck specific learnings) . 
Does the child recheck spell ing and t'J'ri tten \'.YOrk? 
Does he apply knowledge learned in the use of source 
materials? (Use of table of contents, etc. ) 
Dramatic play. Observe t'Thile children are playing- ... ·. 
accurate .. concepts, need of ne1>1 information, socia l 
attitudeso 
Check list of questions teacher asks herself ~bout the 
pupils and ~he Urilt: 
1 . Do the children understand that: 
a . People must have proper food in order to be 
abl e to live and to be healthy and strong? 
b. Many people in America. and throughout the 
world work t o suppl y our daily needs of food? 
c. Some foods are produced in our own neighborhood, 
but many foods are obtained from other parts of 
our t:Ou."ltry and of the world? 
d. Today we have a greater variety of foods because 
of t he changes in transportation and ways of 
preserving foods? 
;.=-.....=.=:;,__;;_--_. ----- ~----=-~·-
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e. Climate is an important factor in determi.ning 
the kinds of food a region produces? 
r. People in different countries like and need 
different kinds of foods, and people coming to 
our country from other countries have intro-
duced to us new foods? 
g. Care must be used in the preparation and 
handling of foods in order that foods will be 
clean when we eat them? 
h. Correct eating habits and good manners at the 
table are important? 
2. Have the children grown in: 
a. Ability to organize and classify materials 
including reading matter, pictures, specimensJ 
and exhibits? 
b. Ability to report accurately information gained 
from first-hand observation and from reading? 
c. Vocabulary by using words i n connection with 
the unit? 
d. Ability to use t he table of contents and index? 
e. Freedom in expressional activities? 
£. Neatness in work and care o£ materials? 
g. Ability to assemble materials in a descriptive 
booklet that will interest classmates? 
h. Ability to work successfully and cooperatively 
with others in committee groups? 
~-==-- ---= 
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1. Ability to listen attentively to others? 
3. Have the children developed: 
a . Appreciation of the value of food and America .l a 
riches in supplying our daily need of food? 
b. An active curiosity in the source and prepara-
tion of the f ood one eats? 
c. Responsibility to share association demands 
whether• as a leader or a follower in g!'oup 
activities? 
d. An active curiosity and a friendly spirit 
towards other people? 
e. Appreciations of ma.n1 dependence upon farms 
for the food supply? 
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Stories about milk and milk products. 
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Thomas, Eleanor and O~hers. Your Town and Mine . Bos ton: 
Ginn and Company, 1949. 
Parts or Unit One. "What We Can Buy on Main Street." 
Unit Four. "Food fol"' Our Town. " 
IX. Other Instructional Aids 
Songs 
Beattie, Wolverton, Wilson, Hinga. The American Singer, 
New York: American Book Company, 1944. 
Book I I 
uAt the Bakery" 
"The Milk Wagon11 
,.Things to Eat 11 
Book III 
"Baker Man" 
11 Harves t Time" 
"My Cooky f.lan" 
"Thanksgiving Day11 
The f-.1us1c Hour. New York: Silver, Burdett Company, 1938.1 
Second Book First Book 
11 The Dairy Maids" 
"The Grocery Store" 
"Where We Get Our Bread" 
"Fruit" 
"In the Orchard" 
Parker, .McConathy, Birge, and Miessner. Profress1ve 
Music Series. New York: Silver, Burde t Company, 
1"916. 
Book I Book ll 
"The Farme:r>11 
"Oats and Beans" 
11 In the Garden" 
"Bread an.d Butter" 
Records 
"Dairy Maids" - Songs 
"Camival of Animals 
"The tJiilk1 s Journey, It 
Charts 
for Children, Vietor 22992. 
Hens, and Roosters ," v. M786. 
CRG 5029. 
A Food f4ap of the United States" 
"The Wheel of Good Eating" 
"Battle Creek Health Food Chart" 
"Ho·w Evaporated fJfilk I s Produced" 
"United States Meal Pattern Chart" 
"A Story of Sugar" 
nvitamin Food Chart 11 
"The Wheat Kernel and Its Food Elements" 
''Hershey' s Educational Wall Chart" 
"Cheese Chart" 
ncandy Eating Chart" 
"What .Cand¥ Is Made _o~_ --
.;._...= =--....;._- -
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Poems 
'. 
Association for Childhood Education, L!tevature Committee, 
Suf! Under the Silver Umbrella . Mew York: The Mac-
Ri an ColfU)any, 19~6. 
Roberts~ Elizabeth M. - "The Cornfield"" P. 97. 
Roberts~ Elizabeth • - "Milking Time,' P. 99 . 
Brewton~ John E. (Comp.) Gaily We Parade. New York: The 
MacMillan Company, 1940. 
Fiel d, Rachel - "Genetta.l Stotte" 
Field; Rachel - 11 The Ice Ctteam Man" 
Mother Goose - ''Where Are You Going My Pretty 
Maid? 11 
Huber, Miriam P. (Ed.} Story and Verse for Children, New 
York: The r~eMillan Company, 1940. 
De La.Mare - 11 Seeds " 
Taylott, Ann - nP.retty Cowu 
Hutfard; Grace Thompson and Others .. f1Y Poetry Book. Phila-
delphia: John c. Winston Company, 1934. 
Field, Eugene ... "The S . ar Plum Treea 
Morley, Chris t opher - ., Animal Crackers" 
Richards, Laura E .. -"A Pop ·Corn Song" 
Stevenson, Robert Louis. A Child 1 s Garden of Verses. 
Racine , Wisconsin: Whitman PUbl!sHlng Company, 1930. 
"The Cow" 
F.ilm trips and Films 
Vegetable for the City 
Bob Osborn, Fa~ Boy 
The Girl' s 4-H Club 
The County Fair 
Farm Animals at the Fair I All available f rom the Audio-Visual Aids Department · of the School System. 
The King Who Came to Breakfast 
Bread 
Corn Farmers 
Food Store 
I41lk 
Orange Grower 
Our Foster Mother, the Cow 
Available at the 
Bosto.n University 
Film Library 
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'! 
Poultry on the Farm 
To Mar ket , To Market 
Truck Farmer l 
Available at the Boston 
University Film Library 
Wheat 
Exhibits 
Corn Product s Exhibita. Penick and Ford, Ltd., Inc. 
Cedar Rapids , Iowa. 
The Farm 
Corn 
Fisheries 
Rich 
Sugar 
Wheat 
The Children 1 s Museum 
60 Burroughs Street 
Jamaica Plain 30, Massachusei;ts 
Realia 
Foods for luncheon - table settings, etc . 
Foods for Halloween Party. 
Exhibits or fresh f'Nits , cer eals. 
Others 
The Farm. Unit of Teaching Pictures. Intonnative Classroom 
PICture Publisher s , Grand Rapids , · Michigan. 
The Study of Food . Co pton•s Source Materials, F. E. Compton 
and~ompany, 100 N. Dearborn Street; Chicago, Illinois. 
Free Mat erials 
"Delicious Foods in Tin and. Glass11 
11 ~eat" ~ booklets 
Atchison, Topel<a & Santa Fe Railway System 
Public Relations Department · 
80 East Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Illinois. 
"Facts Everybody Should Kno'tl about Canned Foods" - booklet 
Can Manufacturing Institute, Inc. 
60 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, New York. 
"The Wheel of Good Eating" - chart 
American Institute of Baking 
1135 Fullerton Avenue 1 Chicago 14, Illinois. 
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"Battle Creek Health Food Chart" 
Battle Creek Food Company 
Battle Creek, Michigan. 
"H w Evaporated Milk is Produced" ... chart 
Ca- nat1on Co pany 
Oconomowoc $ Wisconsin. 
"Unite States Meal Pattern Chart11 
Cereal I nstitute 1 Inc . 
135 S~ LaSalle Street3 Chicago 3., Illinois. 
"Food Chart and Work Bookn 
The a~ted U.lk Company 
Ho e ·conomics Department, Burlington, Vermont . 
Story of' Sugarn - large wall .chart 
United States Beet Sugar Association 
Washington, D. c. 
nvitamin Food Chart" 
Cream of Wheat Corp. 
Minneapolis 13, M_nnesota. 
"The Wheat Kernel and Its Fo.od Element su 
General Mills, Ino. 
Depart ent of Public Services 
400 Fourth Street, So. Minneapolis 15, ~ann . 
"Hershey ' s Educational Wall Chart" 
ershey Chocolate Corp . • 
Hershey, Pennsylvania. 
"Cheese Chart 11 
Kraft Cheese Company 
500 Peshtigo Court, Chicago 90, Illinois. 
ncandy Eati.ng Chart" and "What Candy i s ~"ade Of" 
National Confectioners• Association of the United 
States, Inc . 
1 N. LaSalle Street , Chicago 2 , Illinois. 
"For Health .. -Eat Some Food From Each Group Every 
Day" - chart 
UnitedStates Department of Agricultur 
.Production and Marketing Adminis t ration 
Washington 25 1 D. C. 
"The Co 1 and I" - Film 16 mm .. 
United World Films 1 Inc. 
• 
"The King Who Ca'lle to Breakfast" - film, ·"'re loan 
Association Films, Inc , 
347 Madison Avenue 1 New York 17, New York. 
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A BI RD UNIT 
A Unit on lrds 
I . Overview 
A. Six Bird Groups 
1. Insect Eaters - hold in check the great body or 
' harmful insect life, and prevent its increase. 
2 . Seed Eaters - destroy a vast amount or weed seeds . 
3. Game Birds - have given man a considerable part or 
his food . 
4. Birds of Prey .. destroy rats and mice . 
5. Scavenger - dispose or decaying t1sh along our 
shores . 
6. Shore, Marsh, and Water Fowl - pick up insect pests 
from the mud and sand . 
B. Home Life of Birds 
1 . Courtship 
2 . Nest 
3. Eggs 
4. Young Birds 
5· Feeding 
c. Nests 
1 . Kind or nests 
2 . Materials used in nests 
3. Locations of nests 
- --~- ------=-
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D. Value of Birds 
l. Economic - eat crop enemies, and destroy insects 
that carry germs. 
2. Health - take baths, and destroy insects that carry 
germs. 
3· Esthetic - beauty, and plumage . 
4. Game - birds as rood, refUges and the various laws 
-
aiding birds. 
5. Friendliness - cheery songs, and politeness . 
E. Migration 
1. Heredity 
2. Changes or climate 
3. New reeding ground 
4. Types - permanent, summer, winter, transient, 
irregular and accidental visitors. 
F. Attracting ,B1rds 
.. 
' 
1. Water 
2 . Sunflower seeds 
3. Insects 
4. Grain 
s. Fruit 
6. Rats 
7- Mice 
8. Eggs or harmful insects 
g. Bread crumbs 
• 
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II 
I 
10. Suet 
11. Peanut butt er sticks 
G. Man ' s Devices for Aiding Birds 
1. Growing fruit trees 
2 . Bird baths 
3. Bird houses 
4. Bi~ stationsJ trays or feeders 
5. Leaving nesting materials around 
6. Scattering rood on top of the snow 
7. Placing a bell around a eat's neck 
8 . Protect young birds 
II. Understanding 
1 . There is a diversity in the .structure and habits or 
11 v1ng things . 
1
1 2 . Birds and animal s have survived because of adapt a-
tiona to their environment. 
I' 3. Birds are useful to man by aiding in the control o:f' 
, insect s,, weed seeds , and some rodents. 
4. Man has an increasing responsibility for preserving 
the natural resources and wild life of America. 
III. Teacher and Pupil Aims 
A. Teache.r' s Aims 
1. To create an att1 tude of respect for our bird 
f riends . 
2 . To help dev.elop better habits of observation. 
3. To arouse an interest in nature. 
I 50 
I 
t 
I 
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4, To incre se my own knowledge .. 
5. To teach the children the history of our most 
common birds. 
6. To gain cooperation among the boys and girls. 
1· To develop responsibility within the pupils . 
8 . To develop the utilitarian value (developing the 
conservation of birds by Pl:'OViding the food and shelter for 
them) . · 
9~ To bring out an aesthetic value. The enJoyment of 
birds.~~ and to devel op a feeling or appreciation or the 
beautiful. 
10. To try and stimulate the pupils into using the 
knowl edge acquired. 
11. To always try and use the children• s judgement in 
matters conce~ing the unit whenever possible. 
12. To sh0\'1 the children that birds need our protection 
for definite reasons, and try to develop a sympathetic 
attitude . 
B . Pup11 t·s Aims 
1 . To try and discover what will make some birds come 
to our homes to live. 
2 . To make oral bird reports in order that new ini'orma-
' t1on might be gained from the study . 
3. To learn the names of some of our most common birds . 
4 . To learn that birds need as much protection as 
humans . 
B-'""'tOO l.)n tve~ tty 
Scll0o4 of Ed~n 
library 
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5. To lea . where birds can be found. 
6. To lea~n how the birds hel p the farmers. 
7• To discover what a bird requires in order to grow. 
8. To see how many birds can be named by sight . 
9. T work cooperatively for the class scrap book. 
10 . To find why certain birds come to us at a particular 
time each year. 
11. To develop nature as a worthwhile pastime. 
IV. Appreciations and Attitudes 
' . ppree!ations 
1 . Pupils should appreciate the songs or the birds. 
II 
I 
2 . The children should appreciate t he beautiful 
I plumage w .. ich birds possess . 
I The children should appr eci ate the value and useful-
ness or birds to man. 
4 . Poems and stories about birds should be appreciated. 
1 B. Attitudes 
1j 1 . Pupils l earned to share their plans with their 
I frien s . 
2 . Tbe upils assumed t heir responsibilities with a 
cooperative spirit . 
3 . A desi re to protect the birds was developed. 
4 . A desire for neatness and order in our work was 
devel ped. 
v. Skills and Habits 
1 A~ Skills 
1. Learned to use table of contents , the 1nd x, and 
located bird materials . 
2 . Penmanship was imp~ved when children strived for 
legible stories. 
3. Learned how to measure and plan charts. 
4. Obtained a clearer way of expressing knowledge 
gained in class discussions and flo.or talks. 
B. Habits 
1. Developed a questioning habit. 
2 . Kept the class scrap book in order. 
3. Developed the habit of being polite within the 
group circle. 
4. Cleaned the work table when a project was com-
pleted. 
VI. Suggested Approaches 
1. Plac~ a set of bird pictures around the room. 
2 . Show a film strip of bird life or plumage , 
3. List familiar birds in our nei ghborhood . 
4. Bring a canary, parakeet, or pair of doves to the 
'' classroom. 
5. Have an exhibition of nests, t'eathe.rs, or eggs . 
6~ Place a birdfeeder outside the classroom window ... 
7. Take a bird walk near our school. 
8. Read a poem or story about birds to the class. 
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Approach: 
"All of us live in homes, and realize that a house is 
built to provi de a place for human beings to liv and grow . 
Our vomes do not happen, but al~ built by the love o£ our 
rather• s and mother ' s hard work to provide for us. Many or 
, the principles of living ean be learned by studyipg our birds. 
By watching birds the following qualities ay be seen: 
1 unity, loyalty, helpful assi stance,. and sincerity. OUr homes 
are permanent whereas most of the birds fly South in the 
winter. " 
A. A discussion followed as to what could be done to make 
birds tay here in the winter. 
1. The children suggested constNcting a bird 
tray and pl acing it outside the classroom window. 
rl 2. The type or roods such as suet' seeds' and 
peanut butter sticks we;re mentioned as being brought in for 
the feeder. 
1! B. One boy suggested the building of' different types of 
I 
J
1 
bird houses. This led to the idea of having an exhibition or 
the things whic - ere made for the unit . 
c. The thought developed that our per iods 1ere very short 
for scienoe, and that a "Fifth Grade Bird Club" might be· 
organized. 
1 D. The class planned to make individual and clas scrap 
books . 
E. The class divided into groups or committees to wcrk on 
_mutua1 interest problems ~and_ae~ivit~ea~ 
I 
I 
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VII. List of' Children's Questions 
\fuich bir ds stay here in the winter? 
~at food do birds eat? 
How do birds make their nests? 
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4. rfu1ch birds come back to us in the Spring t1rst? J 
( 
,1 
5· 
6. 
vlliat is the smallest bi rd in the world? Hmmningb1rd) 
. . r 
1· 
8. 
9 . 
10 . 
11. 
touched? 
How can 3rou tell a male from a female bird? 
Does the Ovenbird belong to the Thrush family? 
lhat birds have short tai l s? 
VJhy do birds migrate? 
What birds wer e brought t o this country from abroad? 
\•Jhat wakes up the birds in the morning? 
Why does a bird forsake i ts ne.st if 1 ts eggs are 
13. Why does a bird' s head t'lobbl e from side to side 
' when 1 t tzalks? 
l ll· . tfuich bird l ays two tiny eggs? 
15. \~at bird builds a pocket shared nest? (Bal timore 
Ori.ole) 
I 
16. That bird climbs head firs t do~1n a tree~, (nut hatch ) II 
VIII. Subjects Corre lated with the Unit 
A . Histo~ .. 
1 . Birds have been associated with history from the 
days or the ancient Egyptians when soothsayer s examined the 
entrai ls of birds t o learn the success o.f a battle. 
2. P!geo s hav played importa t parts in our wars as 
1 
messengers ~ 
3. Birds have been used as insignias on coats of arms, 
and f or the standards of nations . 
4. The wild turkey or the colonial days of our country 
L has become the accepted symbol in cultivated form of our 
I 
national holiday of Thanksgiving . 
B. Spelling 
1 . New vocabula~s words for the unit. 
Sliallo•l 
shriek 
t'laminao 
buzzard 
trill 
songster 
bird sanctuary 
hatching 
migrate 
moe king 
oriole 
seave.nge:r:'s 
carnivorous 
permanent residents 
summer• residents 
c. Reading 
twitter 
warbling 
terrain 
flyways 
nape 
upper tail-coverts 
lores 
auriculars 
flanks 
tibia 
tarsus 
winter residents 
transient visitor s 
accidental visitors 
The different names of 
birds such as Tanager, 
Baltimore Oriole, and 
Cardinal. 
1 . Bird books were kept in the room on reference . 
2. Ability to look up references such as, locating 
information on habita of birds f"rom Comstock's .rature Study 
Book. 
3. The pupils composed original poems and located 
' poems pertaining to our study-
~ 
l 
I 
li 
I 
I! 
,. 
I! 
I 
I 
I 
,I 
I 
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4. The children found n wspaper stories l'lhich were 
placed in the class scrap book. 
D. Penmanship 
1. Lettered signs for the displays and bulletin board. 
2 . An effort was made to write all o~ materials 
neatly. 
" E. Science 
1. Observed the birds to see the types of food which 
they ate . 
2. Listed the weeds and wild berries in the community 
sui table fol' bird food. 
3. Made an exhibit of the natural food of winter birds. 
4. Drew pictu~s to show how bird 's beaks and claws 
help them to get food~ 
5. Identified birds through the use of mounted speci-
mens · and pictures . 
F. English 
Composition. (Introduction) "From the earliest of 
times birds have appealed to writers of prose and poetry. 
The dove iS· the symbol for peace; the bluebird) for happiness . 
The story of the Albatross portrays a superstition held for 
ages by those \fho go dol'm to the sea in ships. Hiawatha 
knew and loved birds, and it was from them that he learned 
many secrets of the forest ." 
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1 . Pupil Activity 
aq Listed some poems or stories which had been 
l'"ead that involved birds . The Ar k and the Dove ; tvliss ui'fet 
and t he Spider,; Four and Tt'lenty Blackbirds . 
b. t'lrote a sto~r about our favoJ; .. :tte birds for 
individual notebooks. 
c . Lette~s - invi tations to our program. 
i . Floor talks and committee reports - 11 How 
Birds Hel p Man, " "f~y Favorite Bird., 11 and "Feedi ng Birds in 
I 
the l'linter o" 
G. Goo it1zenship 
boy brought a bir•d house into class. Embedd d in 
the back of 1 t 'TerE:~ several BB shots. Some boys in his 
1 neighborhood had used i t as a target .. A Wren onl y partially 
!J bu11 t 1 t s nest in the house because she l'ITas frightened a ay . 
1. Class iseussi on 
a . Discussed the poor citizenship attitude of 
the boys .. 
b . Tal ked about what could be done t o prohibit 
the boys from being Ct'Ue l t o dumb animals. 
2. Pupil Activity 
a , Learne d hot'l the community t~as p reservi ng b ird 
life . 
b . Planned where bird houses could be placed in 
the community. 
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Geography 
Introductio - !lf.ioo;:;t birds have very short lives but 
travel a great dist nee. \ihen winter comes, th y leave th ir 
summer hones a d take up 'lit ter quar.;ezts . 
Year s ~o :_t Ttlas believed that birds hibe~nated in the 
mu of st~e s ox i hollow trees, but careful study has 
' prov r that bir'<is tal.{e certain migration routes .. ther-e are 
four 1n nQmber . Birds choose the hereditary routes where 
food nd protection _s made plentiful . " 
1 . Class Dis useion 
a . lliat birds re native to our district? 
b . Why do they locate in this region? 
c. If a bird starts from here and ~oes to Centr al 
1 A! eric for the 1nt r, over what states will it pass in 
the United States? 0 er ~hat ountains, rivers, and water 
bo ies '? 
2 .. Pu 11 ~ .. tivity 
a. Ma e a map showing winter and summer range of 
ifferent bi rd . 
b . rJia.de ps - r-outes of migrating birds. 
c. I'4ade lists of d1ffere t countries un gave the 
I commo bird o£ eac J. country. 
Example: A""'rlc.a 
Holland 
South A! erica 
Demnark 
- Ostrich 
- Stork 
- Candor 
- Goose 
I. Arithmetic 
1. Estimated vhe dama re done by insects . 
~ - P·ob1ems on flig t. 
3. Keeping s·ores in ga.es layed. 
4 ~ 1 asm .. ing and plan ing charts . 
5. Dimensions for bird houses, estimated cost o paint, 
nails., lura ers cement and other materi a l s . 
6 . Prices or parrots, cana!~ies., a d other bi ds found 
1n pet shops. 
7 . Ra~e of prices o~ bird f ood. 
J. Health 
1 . otic ng the irds taking dai ly aths . 
2 . Observing the way the . ut hatch al·Iays . 11pes it.., 
beak ~rtei eatir~ . 
3 Q Studyi ng hot\T bi:t•d:.:; tr·r to keep the:L home... ( ne ... ts) 
tidy. 
K. ~ usic 
1 . Appreciation - played phonograph records . 
a . "Dance Macbr e" - (the rooste:r• s crow ) 
b - 11 Carnival or the Anir.1al s " - (hens an chickens ) 
c • ' Harl<! Hark! the Larl{ ! 
2 .. Bir d Sono·s 
a . uThe S~tallow and the ~1a1den" 
b . "Listen to the Mockingbi rd" 
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3· Class Discussion 
a . What do we mean by sound of the woodland? 
b. What music do we hear out-of-doors? Rustle or 
leaves, roar of surf ., fall of water, and call or birds. 
c. What bird songs are familiar to you around 
this town? Example: Chirp of Robin, ·hoot of Owl, song of 
Lark. 
4 . Pup:: l Activity 
a. Found veferences to bird songs in poetry and 
in classical and popular music. 
L. Art 
1. An appreciation of art 
a. The anatomy of a bird's size, shape of body, 
wings, and legs. 
b. The study of color in the plumage of the bird. 
c. The individual characteristic's and austere 
expression of the strut of the peacock and the military 
pompom or the blue jay. 
2. Actual drawing 
a . Drew pictures of our favorite birds. 
b . Planned a cover for our notebooks. 
c . Lettered signs f'or our charts and planned the 
arrangements on them. 
IX. Activity 
A. Committees 
1. A Committee made two large charts containing the 
Stat_e BirdS....- _ --- - ~= = =-~ ~--- = -= -=--=-
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2 . One committee showed bird plumage. 
3· Another conL~ittee made birds from cut paper. 
4. A large scrap book of newspaper clippings, bird 
poems, and songs was made by one group. 
5. The girls carved bird heads out of soap. 
6 . The boys painted birds on wooden bowls. 
7. A group made birds out of pipe stem cleaners and 
rubber jar rings. 
8. Some childr en made quill pens with ch~cken feathers. 
An initial was pl aced in the middle of the feather . 
9. One comm1 ttee made birds from apples , milkweed pod 
and toothpicks. 
10. Each pupil made a notebook of his own. 
B. Projects 
1 . Made bird pictures from flour and salt. Mounted on 
colored paper. 
2 . fJlade a set of bird cards • Cut t he heads from the 
pictures, which wer e pasted on cardboard. The game idea was 
to match the correct h ad and body of the bird. 
3. Bird pictu_es and name cards were made.. These were 
matched in games~ 
4. A bird calendar with the arrival of the bird, name 
' or the observer, and the place where the birds were see.n was 
kept . 
5 . A chart showing the birds which v1si ted the reeding 
s tation was kept . 
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6. A keg placed on a pole rith an inverted basin was 
made into a bird house . 
7. A house or a woodpecker was n~de from a piece of 
tree . A hole was made about t o feet deep and five inches 
long~ The hole at the entra:1ee mea.sut'ed about 2! inches 
across . 
8. A bird house was made from a coffee can and round 
disks cut fro wood. 
9. ~ade a tree, placing birds in the branches . 
10. r-tade a bird feeder us;i.ng a wooden bottom and plate 
glass f or the top. 
11. From a runnel, poultry Wire , a can lid, and two 
sticks, a nesting material hanger was constructed . 
X. Evaluation Techniques 
A. Tests 
Test I - ultiple Choice and Response 
Directions : Ec:.ch ·, o,f the following incomplete state-
1 ments is followed by five possible answers. All of .them have 
one correct answer; some of them have more than one answer. 
' Read each question carefully and put a cross (x) beside the 
correct item. 
1.. The number or classes into which birds are divided is I' 
__ a . eight 
b . five 
---
c. nine 
---
X . d . SiX 
e. ten 
---
- -~~ ---, =----'- --- - -=-----:=.= ---= == 
2 . The s i xth sense \'thich naturalists believe birds 
possess is 
X a. d1 ction 
b . hearing 
' c. tas t e 
d. touch 
e . smell 
3. Game birds are 
X a . Grouses 
X b. Pheasants (more than one ) 
X c, Quails 
d . Sparrov1s 
e , Woodpeckers 
4. Birds of prey ar e 
X a .• Haltkes 
b. Orioles (more than one) 
X c . ~-rls 
X d . Shrikes 
e . s allows 
5 .. Birds t< h1ch di spose of decayi ng fish a long our 
, snores are 
a. - ld Finches 
---
___ b . Hummingbirds 
o. Phoebes 
---
x d . Sandpipers 
x e. Terns 
(more than one) 
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meat II - Mat ching 
_2_. a. accidental visitor 1. may be abundant one 
and rar othe;rs 
inter '' I 
l b. ittregular visitor 
2 c. permanent resident 
2 . birds that do not migrate 
3. by traveling in a 
direction 
.q. d. summer resident 4. come 1n the spring and 
return to the south in 
the fall 
6 e . wi nter r esident 5. driven into localities 
by storms 
_I_ r . transient visitor 6. come in the fal l and stay 
until spri 
True 
False 
True 
False 
True 
7. nest north of us and 
winter south of us, 
ther by passing tbrough 
our local! ty while mi -
grati 
Test !II - True or Fal se 
1. 
2. 
3· 
4. 
5· 
Birds molt by losing their old feathers and gro~ 
new ones in their place . 
A duck is a bird of prey. 
Sparrows are the largest family of seed eaters . 
Dovekie a can be seen all year long. 
A Bluebird is a summer resident. 
Test IV - Oral Game Tests 
Migration 
The word migration was written on the 
board . The class listed words round in 
the word migration . 
How Ma!!Y Bir~s Do I Know 
In two minutes the olass wrote on paper the 
birds that they coul d think of during that 
time. 
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Who Am J:? 
pupil left the room. The class ttoul d 
decide on a word which was concex-ned with 
birds. The pupil _would have to decide -
what he was . 
Exe~mple:. Feather 
Knock the King Off Hie Throne 
One pe~son descr ibed a bird. The class would 
try and guess the name of the bird. Whoever 
guessed the correct n~ne became King , 
B. Teacher Check List - Have the pupils learned: 
1 . The parts or a bird' s body. 
2 . Ho\~ to attract t he birds. 
3. Gained an understanding of birds economic val ue 
to man. 
4. Appreciate the beauty of birds . 
5. Developed a desire to protect the birds. 
6 . Know birds corrunon to this area. 
7 . Why birds migrate . 
8 . Know the mos'C important game laPs in order t o be 
better citizens . 
9. Realize that birds and animal s must adapt themselves 
to their environment. 
10 . Appreciat e the responsibility that everyone must 
share in preserving na t'Lwa.l resources and 1-ril d 11:re . 
1 A. Teacher 
1. nAct1v1t1es in t he Public School. 11 Gusti n and Hayes 
2 . All "Books of Knowledge" 
6 
,) 
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3. "Unit Study Books" - American Education Press 
"How Birds L1 ve" 
4. "The: G.rade Teacher" - October~ 1937 
5. "The Grade Teacheru - November~ 1940 
6. "The Instructor" ... April 1 1939 
7. Bird Pictures from National Geographic Magazine 
8. Handbook of Nature - Comstock 
9. The First Book of Birds - Miller 
10. The Year Round - c. J. Hylander 
11. Birds Through the Year - Gilmore 
12. Bird Neighbors - Blanchan 
13. Handbook of Birds of Eastern and Northern America 
Chapman 
14. Book of Birds - National Geographic Society 
15. Nature Lovers Library 
16. American Bird Biographies - Arthur A. Allen 
17. The Second Book of Birds - Olive Miller 
18. Book of Birds - Lervis H. Mills 
10-cent Books 
19. How Birds Live - Claude R. Hill - Unit Book #354 
20. Birds - Charlotte Barske 
21. The Red Book of Birds of America - Frank G. As -
brook. This is one of three books in a series. 
22. Work and Play with Birds - Emilie C.. Bradbury 
Free Material 
1. Bird's First Year - 4H Con. Club - Mass. State 
College, U. s. Department of Agriculture and 
County Extension Services in Agriculture and 
Home Economics. 
I 
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2. Requirements and Record Book f or Advanced Conserva-
tion Club members - 4H Club. 
3. Snuthsonian Institute 
a. Some of t he Common Birds of Ceylon - Casey A. 
Wood 
b. The Sea Bird as an Individual - R. M. Sockley 
c. Birds and the Wind - Neil T. McMillan 
40-cent Books 
1. Bird ProJect Book - Bertha Chapman Cady 
2. The Bird Finder - Bertha Chapman Cady 
3. Bird ProJects - Madalene B. Sawyer and Grace Seymour I 
B, Books Collected for Children 's Library 
1, Bird Stories by Edith M. Patch 
2. Chico, A Hor.ting Pigeon by Bl anchard 
3. The Restless Robin by MarJorie Flack 
4 . The Burgess Bird Book for Children by Thornton w. 
Burgess 
5. The Red, Blue and Green Book of Audubon Birds 
6. The A. B. c. of Attracting Birds by Alvin M. Peter-
son 
7. The Children's Book of Birds by Olive Thorne Miller 
8 . What Bird is That by Frank Chapman 
9. Wild Bird Guests; How to Entertain Them by Ernest 
Baynes 
10. Traveling with the Birds by Rudyard Boulton 
ll. State Birds and Flowers by Olive L. Earle 
12. The Boy Scout Encyclopedia by Bruce Grant 
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XII. Other I nstructional Aids 
Visual Aids 
A. Massachusetts Audubon Society 
1. Kodachrome bird slides - sets or thirty 2 x 2 
slides are available for rental at $1.00 per week. 
a . Invitation to Bird Acquaintance 
b. Familiar Birds of the Countryside 
c. Attracting Birds in Winter 
d. Housekeeping of the Birds 
e. The Birds Return from the South 
2. Charts 
a . Chart Set No. I. Winter Birds, Sununer Birds, 
Game Birds , airds of Prey 
3. Records 
a . A Mockingbird Sings #8 
b. Voices of the Woods 
B. Encyclopedia Britannica 
1. Films 
a . Robin Redbr east 
b o Thrushes and Relatives 
c. Water Birds 
d. Birds of Prey 
e. Birds of North America I 
Birds or North America II 
Birds of North America III 
9 
f. Birds of the Seashore 
g. Birds Are Interesting 
c. Simon and Schuster Company 
1. Filmstrips 
a . American Birds, a set of four filmstrips plus 
a text to serve as a guide. 
XIII. Culmination Program 
1. The announcer gave a short summary about birds. 
2. He introduced the chairman of each group, who in 
turn told about the work his members had done. The four 
groups were scrapbook, charts, poetry, and crafts. 
3. One pupil told a story about the Danish Goose. A 
picture was drawn as a demonstration. 
4 . A filmstrip on "American Birds" was shown. Parts of 
the book, "A Guide to the Most Familiar American Birds" by 
Zim and Gabrielson were read. 
5. The entire class sang, ''Swallow and the Maiden." 
6. A report on the Chickadee was given. 
7. The audience was invited to view our exhibit. 
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OUR BORDERLINE NEIGHBORS UNIT 
A Unit on Our Borderline Neighbors 
I. Overview 
Everyone is proud of our friendly relationships with 
our borderline neighbors - Canada and Mexico. Various 
. problems arise occasionally 1 such as questions of maritime 
1 
right in the .Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, but always our 
problems are settled by the three governments . 
The Pan American Union has helped to strengthen our 
relations. Outgrowth of the cooperation among the three 
, nations are: the construction of the Pan American Highway 1 
uniting all the countries from Alaska to Argentina; mutual 
aid i n public health problems; the interchange of college 
.students; inter-defense establishment of radar screen. 
II" Understandings 
1, Neighboring nations must understand each other if 
they are to work in harmony in the broader fields of world 
peace . 
2. The Pan American UnionJ and the United Nations help 
to strengthen cooperation among the nations. 
3. Early growth of the United States was interwoven 
with both Canada and Mexico. 
~ . Life and living conditions often times vary as 
distance from the boundary line increases. 
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5. The Canadian~ and ~exicans have to s t ruggle tor 
f ood, shelter, cl othing, government, and high s tandar ds of 
livi ng, as well as all nations . 
I II . Approach Suggest i ons 
1 . Collect a aeries of fo l der s from the r i l road and 
s t eamship offices for background mat erial in discus i ng 
possible imaginary trips through Canada and Mexico . 
2 . Place a se1 ... ies o:r books on the l i br ary table about 
Canada and Mexico . 
3. Relate an incident someone has experi enc d in his 
vi sit to Canada or Mexicoo 
4. Show a series of pictures of these neighboring 
countries, or ask the class for appropriate pictures . 
5~ Stimulate a discussion on the inter-dependence of 
countries . 
6. Use current event clippings to promot e interest. 
7 . Encourage map stud~r leadi ng to discu aion of ho 1 
t he culture of our neighbor s di ffer s f r om our s as t he 
dis tance from boundary l ines incl"eases . 
I V. Attitudes and Appr eciati ons 
1. Respect for our neighbors because of thei r contri -
butions t o t he world. 
2. An appr eciation of t he ways in which people adapt 
their way of l iving t o t heir environment . 
3. An appreciati on of' t he art , music , and lit erat ure 
of the Mexican and Canadi an people. 
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4. The desire to become world-minded citizen • 
5. A desire to respect the rights of all individuals . 
6. Give and accept constructive criticism for the 
benefit of the g1~up . 
7 . Gain an appreciation of our trade r lations 1 1 th 
1 our neighbors, and find that friendliness is necessary to 
progress . 
v. Skills and Habits 
1. Developed the habit o·" follO\'ling directions. 
2 . Concentrated on the project at hand. 
3. Solved problems before seeking help. 
L • Exprecsed ideas clearly in oral and 'lri tten ~ork . 
5. Analyzed and evaluated reading material. 
6 o Showed more efficiency in the use or library 
materials, such as: 
a . Source materials 
b . ~lri ting paragraphs on findings 
c. locating topics 
d. inding pictures and diagrams . 
Experienced using various materials in handcrafts and 
learned t o use neTt technique ... : 
a. Cl ay - t i les and figurines 
b. Weaving - mats 
c. Construction -market place 
d. Placques - leaves, fish, an flowers. 
--- - -=.-::...=.=::=. ==----==--=---
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VI. Pupils' Questions 
1. How could we travel to Mexico? 
2. What is a hacienda? 
3. Will we see a bull fight? 
4. How much will our trip cost? 
5· Will we be able to watch the hand-work and crafts 
the Mexican people do? 
6. Will we Join in the siesta? 
7. Can we go to a fiesta? 
8. Will we eat Mexican Tortillas? 
g. What does the Mexican flag look like? 
10. Will we see a Chihuahua dog? 
11. Will we learn any Spanish phrases? 
12. What is the climate? 
13. Does Mexico have a President? 
14. Will we see other people in Mexico? 
15. How do they find time for crafts? 
16. What kinds of music can be heard in Mexico? 
17. What is the uniform of the Royal Mounted Police? 
18. Why is Canada a:vided into provinces? 
19. Why do we have border inspections? 
VII. Study Outline - Mexico 
1 1. The International Border Line 
a. Crossing the border 
b. A tourist card 
c. The customs officials 
d. Inspection of property 
e . . Exchange of American money for MeXican money 
2. Peopl e (characteristics) 
a • . Peons 
b. Indians 
c. Spanish 
3. Homes 
a. Village - adobe huts (but beautiful churches) 
b. MeXico City - beautiful homes, grilled windows, 
colorful tiles and lovely patios . 
c. Acapulco - homes in the mountains. 
4. Customs 
a. Selling wares on street 
b . Ceremonial marriages 
c. Native dishes and costumes 
d . Siesta 
5. Language 
a . Spanish 
b . English 
6. Recreation 
a. . Songs and dances 
b. Bull fights 
c. Cock fights 
7. Animal and Plant Life 
a. Orchids 
b. Burros, etc. 
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8. Food 
a. Tortillas 
b . Frijoles 
c. Mangoes 
d. Tamal es 
e. Chile co . carne 
r. Sugar cane 
g. A tole 
h. Oranges 
i. Bananas and fresh fruit 
9 . Occupations 
a . Crafts - weaving 
b. Tourist trade 
· 10. Tourists 
a. Purchasing - Mexican crafts 
b. Hotels ~ Inns 
c . Providing transportation 
: ll. Mineral Wealth 
I! a . Silver (1/3 or world ' s supply) 
b . Gold 
c. Lead 
a. Copper 
e. Zinc 
r. Tin 
g . Arsenic 
h . Graphite 
i . 1. .Iron 
j • Petroleum 
1 12. f~exico ' s Part in Early United States Growt h 
a . Early Spanish settlements 
b. \'Jar with Mexico - Alamo 
,; !I e.. Acquisition or Mexican t er ri tory by United Stat es 
1! 13. Pan American HighW y 
14 . Pan American Day 
a v I ts mission of good will i n our western hemisphere, 
1 and uniting to fight agains t th foes of Democracy. 
VIII. Activities 
l , Made pottery from paper mach~ and painted articles with 
poster paint~ 
2. Wrote a letter to: 
3-
a. Mexican Government 
Tourist Department 
~exican Tourist Association 
Mexico, D. F. Mexico 
b. Mexican Chamber of Commerce 
Exhibit 
a. Money 
b . Flag 
c. Pottery 
d. Jewelry 
e . Toys 
r. Clothing - sombr ero, huaraches 
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4. Dramatization 
a . Make up an original play showing "The Fiesta." 
5. Showed slides, filmstrips and films. 
6. Filled out a custom ' s slip .to enter Mexico. 
7. .LE:.ar ed th0 Mexican Hat Dance. 
8. Kept diary of our daily unit work. 
' 9. Illustrations. 
a. Market Scene 
b . Siesta. 
c . Fiesta 
d . Hacienda 
10. Plann d a sand table showing a Mexican Street scene. 
11. Made a bright colored scarfu 
12. Pretended children were guides and gave oral talks as 
a sight seeing tour of Mexico. 
' 13. Plann d a budget on the cost of a tour to Mexico. 
14. Kept a list of Spanish ~ords spoken in Mexico Unit. 
15. Planned a visit to a banana plantationo Made a study 
of a hacienda. 
16.. I4aps 
a . Product map 
b. Map of trips 
c. Relief map made of clay 
17 • Research 
a. How to write a play 
b. Steps in making handicraft work 
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c. How to construct a relief map 
d . Read to find the cus toms, music_, dance , nd 
habits of the Mexican people . 
18 . Mnde a Mexican costume study~ clothing, dolls. 
19 . Modele from clay, wares which could be sold n the 
1 market . place . 
20 . Carved from soap, Indian-Aztecs. 
11 21. Planned a f loat ing garden called Xochinilco, after the 
flower-decked boats and hangi ferns. 
' 22 . Made pu pets ~rom clay, light bulba , and paper mache. 
23 . Exchanged letters with Mexican pen pal •. 
24 . Played r ecords: 
a . D cca Set A 276 
25. f.~ade noteboolr: 
a . ewspaper. clippings 
b. Snap shots 
c. Dra .ing .... 
d. Ori ginal s t ories and poems 
0 ·~ ... .. St ps 
r . Pictures from magazines 
26. Collected books and pictures on myths and fo l klore. 
IX. Bibliography - Mex1co 
Biarts . Adventures of a Young Naturalist . Edited by 
Gillmore - illustrated. New York, 1872. 
Brenner, Anita. The Boy Who Could Do Anything, and Other 
Mexican Folk Tales - illustrated . New York, 1942. 
------
----
ao 
Butler, E. c. Out Little Mexican Cousin. Boston: L. c. 
Page and Company, 1905. 
Decatur, D. D. Two Young Americans in exico - illustrated. 
Boston: D. c. Heath, 1938. 
, Frank .. H. A. Mexico and Central America ... illustrated. 
New York, 1927. · 
Hogner, D. c. Children of Mexico - illustrated. Boston, 
1942. 
r4ay, s. B. My Neighbor, Mexico. Grand Rapids, 1941. 
Peck_, A. ~L Young Mexico - illustrated.. New York: Junior 
Literary Guild and Robert • McBribe and Company, 1934. 
Prescott, w. H. The Conquest of Mexico - illustrated. 
~ew Yorl<, 1934 . 
Syme. Rondd-Cortes of Mexico - illustrated. New York, 1951. 
X. Audio-Visual Aida 
1. Records on Mexico 
a . Decca Album A-28 
b. Decca Set A-276 
c, General Set 18 
d. Columbia Set M-414 
'· 2. Musical Instruments 
a . Clappers 
b . Castanets 
3· Music 
a. "Cielito Lindo•' - Songs Texas Sings, published by 
Turner Company , Dallas , Texas. 
b. Mexican folk songs 
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4. Moving Pictures 
a . ~exican Children - Tells about two Mexican children, 
depicting t heir experiences at school, at home, and at play. 
Encyclopedia Britannica Film. 
b . Land of Mexico ~ Characterizes modern Mexico as an 
• unusual land where colorful tradition blends with modern 
industrial and social achievement . Encyclopedia Britannica 
' Film. 
c. Arts and Crafts of Mexico - against a colorful 
1 bac · round of Old Mexico, this film portrays native crafts- 11 
men at work in their homes and shops . Encyclopedia Britannica 1 
Film .. 
d. People of Mexico - depicts the work, home, clothing, 
food, language, arts, folk music and dances of the Mexican 
' working man. Encyclopedia Britannica Film. 
e . Potte~J Makin& - describes each step in the making 
: of pottery by four different methods. Encyclopedia Britannica 
Film. 
5. Filmstrip 
a . Mexican Children - from set Children of Many Lands. 
b. Ar ts and Crafts of Guatemala and Mexico - from set 
Pan American World Ai~1ays Educational Units . 
c . Cortez - from set Spanish Explorers of the New World. 
d. Mexican Cession and Gadsden Purchase - from set 
Westward Expansi on of the United States. 
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XI. Study Outline - Canada 
1. Border Regulations 
a. Presen·i; tion of birth certificate, passport, or 
othe means of identification. 
b. Customs Officials 
2. People 
a. French 
b . Half breed (fur trappers ) 
c. English 
d . Eskimos 
3. Occupations 
a. Lumbering 
b . armi 
c. T_-a ing 
d . Dairying 
e . Raising cattle 
r . Gro\'ling fruit 
g . \!lining 
h. Trapping 
i. Fishing 
11 4. Jatural Resources (creat deal untapped) 
a . Forest;s 
b . l-!inerals 
c • Wa. er power 
5. Wealth (place in comparison to world) 
a . Nickel (leads ) 
---- --=-
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6. 
1· 
b . Silver ( ranks 3rd) 
c. Copper (ranks 3rd) 
d . Zinc ( ranks 3rd) 
e . Aluminv.m ( ray ke 3rd ) 
r. Lead ( ranks 3rd ) 
g . Asbestos (leads ) 
1 . Platinura ( leads ) 
i. Gold ( ranks 3rd ) 
j . Radium ( ranks 2nd) 
?rovL ces of Canada 
a . Alberta 
b . British Columbia 
c . Manitoba 
d . Ne\1 BrunS\'li ck 
eo Ne't'lfov.ndland 
f . ~ova Scotia 
g . Ontario 
h .. Prince Edward Island 
i. Quebec 
j. Saskatchewan 
\IJild Life 
Anim·'·Ja Birds 
Seal Pa:rtr1dge 
Walrus Duck 
Husky Robin 
Caribou Snotrhunting 
- - - -----
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I 
:Fish 
Haddock 
Shad 
Smelt 
Black Bass 
---- - - - ----
--4f 
I 
Rei rdeer 
Bear 
urral o 
Beaver 
r.toose 
El . 
Antelope 
Tr ees 
f.aple 
Spruce 
Bal am 
Douglas Fir 
Cedar 
White Birch 
Poplar 
Hemlock 
-:::::--- =-:::..~ -~ --- - ---=- -=-- - --=- ---
Goose 
Grouse 
Ye llow arbler 
Pike 
Sardine 
Herring 
Hake 
Cod 
Mackerel 
White Fish 
Trout 
Wild Rose - Alberta 
Dogwood - British Columbia 
Paague f lower - anitoba and 
Yukon, Prince Edward Island 
Violet - New Brunswick 
Trailing Arbutus - Nova Scotia 
White Trillium - Ontario 
Iris .. Quebec 
Prairie-Lily - Saskatchewan 
8 . Tourist Travel (places of interest to visit) 
a . Niagara Falls 
b . Wax Museum in Montreal 
a . Saint An e de Beaupre 
d. Gas_pe Peninsula 
e. Canadian Rockies 
f . Lake Louise 
g. Montmorency Falls 
-- --=---=-- =- ~ ~ -- = 
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g. Canada ' s Part in Early United States Growth 
I' 10. 
II 
:I 
il 11. 
,, 
I' 12. 
I 
a . Early French and English settlements 
b. French and Indian wars 
c . l'!i thdrawa1 of Un1 ted States from parent nations 
Canada 's Government 
a . Early control by France and England 
b . Gradual establishment of status as a Dominion 
Canada 's Part in the United Nations 
a. Current issues 
Establishment of a Radar Screen 
a. Interaerense 
' 13. I~terch~nge of Colle5e Students 
XII. Activities - Canada 
1. Made a collection of pictures of the Maritime Provinces. 
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I 2.. i . e t-" friez o :1.11 "'tr· te the occup t or the 
pe .&.e. 
a ~ ull .. c1n ho 1 cur nt ~ nt in C d • 
• • 
5.. C l l e.zted .: .... oto "l'':t h· tal¢e .in C n da .. 
6. D .· "'- ~ rxo icture o oy 1 adi unt d ol1ce. 
.  t d th lite p ct d 
0- t h 
' 7. (, pv :uc · • of C:ih"l da .. 
Pl n 3 d an e:r..h. b v1on of a:rticl whic th.... ch1ldr. n 
co·ltr ute r 
n t... vel 
• 
. 
• 
10~ Pl 
I' (co on 
II 11 . 
ne . C< ul .... r-.r c art s wi 
1 .etho 
112. ~ col lee on o ~il l1fe, 
I o c t. _oug . er1 of 1ctu"" 
I 
bi 
• 
11 13 .. D , a otu 0 th ~aple Le t, 
ng - ore e " y ~ u1r. 
I 14. Collected CnnacU. n coin an po t . 
15. .~a e a 11at of the 1 ner ls 
t pot 
the l! h n r nch 
nd 
~ n f18h 
r1t1ng o the l t the 
t p • 
16. 1 .... ou ·r ip up the St. ft1v r. 
17 ~ Dre:s e oll"' n e t\.'lm . r )r nt1n d1:ft rent ct1on 
ot Can d • 
7 
:I 
~ 
; 18. Made a collection of supplementary readers on Canada;. I 
1: 19. Planned a series of "Pen Pal" letter exchanges with other 
children in Canada• 
I 
I 20. Wrote a story on salmon f1sh1.ng. 
I 
Wrote a paragraph about wheat growing in Saskatchewan. 
Told an imaginary adventure story about the Royal Mounted 
i Police. 
·' 23. Wrote a story about the Hudson Bay Company. 
li ll 24. Made a comparison study explaining how the Dominion 
Government in Ottawa and the Democratic Government ,of Washing-
ton, D. c., function. 
1 25. Made a Maple Leaf !~pression on plaster-of -Paris and 
I 
used later as a placque or hot plate mat·•· 
1
1 26. Held a United Nations Panel with th~ u. s. A., Mexico, 
land Canadian representatives (pupils) discussing border regula-
' II tions. 
lj 27. Took a phase 
I' drama. 
I 
of Canadian history and planned an original 
XIII. Evaluation Techniques 
I 
1
' A. Tests 
Test I 
Directions: Write ei the:t' Mexico or Canada in the 
1 follow1ng blanks: 
1. (Mexico) has 1/3 of the world's supply of silver. 
2. (Canada ) is divided into provinces. 
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3. ln (Canada ) , the Prime Minister is the head of the 
Canadian Government. 
4. (Mexico) was ruled by the Spanish for over 300 years. I 
5. In (Canada ) , the Mounties are helpful to people in 
the north. 
Test II 
Directions: Check the correct anower • 
1. Some typical Mexican foods are: 
a . x chile con carne 
b. X frijoles 
c. X . tamales 
d. hot dog 
e. X tortillas 
2. Some important Spanish words are: 
a. x Adios 
b. x buenas dias 
c . x hacienda 
d. I vy 
e . x sombrero 
3. Some exports from Mexico are: 
a, x cattle 
b . x coffee 
c. x heneguen 
d. machines 
e . . mineral products 
4. Provinces of Canada are: 
a . x Alberta 
b . x British Columbia 
c. Maine 
d. x Manitoba 
e . x Saska tchel'.ran 
The national emblem or Canada is the: 
a. Apple blossom 
b . Birch tree 
c. Chestnut 
d . x Maple Leaf 
e. Weeping Wille 
6. Canada's greatest na.tural resources are: 
a. . x forests 
b. lakes 
c . x minet"als 
d. mountains 
11 e. x water power 
I 
II 
I 
/I 
II I, 
7. Canad ranks second in the world ' s pro uctio of: 
a. asbestos 
b. copper 
c. platinum 
d. x radium 
e. :adnc 
Test III - Measuring .t~ttitudes 
Direstions: Place a check under YesJ NoJ or un~ 
certain. 
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I 
Yes Jo Uncertain 
-
1. Films are a mean of education. 
2. The people in Mexico work harder 
than we do. 
3· The United States 
t han Canada. 
is more beautiful 
XIV. 
4. Siesta is a time to rest. 
5. Different national ties in a 
nation make it difficult to get 
along. 
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Film 
xv. Visual Aids 
Pacific Canada - reveals geographic economic and social 
characteristics of the relatively undeveloped region. 
Prairie Provinces of Canada ~ shows wheat growing and 
depi cts other potential resources. 
Industrial Provinces of Canada - portrays the provinces 
of Ontario and Quebec as Canada ' s principal industrial 
area. 
Maritime Provinces of Canada - emphaGizes the importance 
of' such activities as fishing., fur farming., agriculture, 
lurabering, and mining. 
Pilmstrip 
French-Canadian Children - from set children or many 
lands. 
Canada - A N tion Grows - from New York Times Current 
Events Filmstrips~ 
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CHAPTER I V 
A ALYSIS OF DATA 
The data derived from Sociometric Te ta I and !I are 
analyzed in this chapter. 
Sociograms were constructed and are shows by graphs.--
Figures 1 through 22. The oblongs symbolize the boys, and 
the circles, girls. 
Indications or choice.s between pupils are arrows drawn 
from the voter directed to the chosen pupil. f utual choices 
are indicated having two arrows , one from each voter directed 
'· to the chosen pupil. A triangle shows mutual choices indicate 
II by arrows on all three sides . 
J I n this study, pupils receiving eighteen to thirty-eight 
)J choices in each Sociometric test are classified as leaders. 
•I 
11 Pupils receiving from six to seventeen choices are considered 
II 
I' 
li 
well chosen or high intermediates. Pupils receiving from two 
to five choices are considered low intermediates . Pupils 
receiving one vote or not chosen at all are c l assified as 
isolates , 
The So·ciometric Tabulation Form, Figure I, is read by 
noticing that i n the left hand column appear the names and 
numbers or the voters. The ten questions appear across the 
top or the f igure. The nun1bers of the voters appear in the 
column beside t he chosen child. 
I 
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II This fi ure should be read as follows: 
'! 
I: one, did not receive any votes or choices._ 
appe r as number one under each of the ten 
Diane, number 
Diane' choices 
uest1on • For 
II 
r 
,I 
I' 
i 
example, her choice was ar•ie for Class President; Don, as 
her first birthday choice; and Cindy as her secon birthday 
cho1c • 
II 
1: 
II 
I 
=n-----
.~) 
---
I 
Class 
President 
- TEST ONE 
III 
oond 
Birthday 
Choice 
IV 
Third 
Birthda' 
Choice 
v 
elp 
With 
ork 
\J1 
~ 11! 
VI 
Class 
Treasurer 
X 
Boy That Gets Total 
Along With 
ll-1-7- lQ_- ~-~-· --- -- -· .. 1~;4 33 
i4: ~~tlk 1 2 IB ~ 
ft~ Iii~: l#-~-24 . l¥ ~-=-==-23 ~ 1 
19. Marie 25~17-26 10 13-10 2- 22-12-8 
--~---- -------~~-------- --·-· ··--·- ---· ___ __2 - - - -- ·-· ··· ·····-····· 22 
~~: ~:;£ -----ii:i~9=~8-- ---- -~---·-------- -------- _ 
- 22·5.-23_ - ------ - ~----- · .. -- - -·--- ··- ····· -··- ····· -- .7 
22. Tim fi~if 2o 2o = ;;: u-az. Wtl !0 ¥g ~1-:~ : - ~-\-- -2.~-
....... 4 - 20 = ~ 
AH H 4R 4ga 10i "A 4A V 2ti~ - Jacl.< - --- - 14-2-13 c: t -,- J.~-J.r -c:e:. - J.t:. 
6-22 8 ... ?3-7 19 
\0 
0'\ 
I 
- I 
1! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
Table I on the following pa~e groups the children and 
shows the range of their Chro ological Ages in years and, 
months, the range in their Intelligence Quotienta, and the 
range of their Mental Ages in years and months. 
li 
I 
II 
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I 
!I 
I 
1. 
I 
I Pupil 
21. Mert 
22. Tim 
23. Phil 
24. Kay 
25. Ted 
26. Ken 
27. Wally 
28. Jack 
I Average 
I 
I Range 
) 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
II 
\ 
I 
II 
II 
I 
TABLE I (Concluded ) 
Chronological Age Intelligence 
Year s Months Quotient 
11 10 80 
10 6 103 
10 2 92 
9 6 106 
11 7 83 
10 2 102 
9 10 107 
10 
-t 102 10 10; 
9.6 to 12.11 78 to 
125 
---=-__::: ___ _ 
Mental 
Age 
8.10 
11.0 
10.2 
10.5 
9.2 
10.7 
10.10 
11.2 
11.2 
8 .10 t o 
14.6 
1: 
il 
~ - -
II 
I 
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J. 
Table II shows the total choices received by t he 
individual 28 pupils for President; first, second and third 
choice for birthday guest; he lp ui th tttOl""k; class treasurer; 
dangerous job j talent; an"l the girl and boy that gets long 
best with their classmates . 
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TABLE IIA 
TEST I - CHOICES RECEIVED 
I .. --- -~I III I V V VI 
Class First Second Third Hel p Class 
President Birthday Birthday Birthday With Treasure.r 
Choice Choice Choice Worl 
1. Diane 
rwre-·-~- s 
• lph . 
Wr,t; 
~4 
Co:S 
~-~ ru fT1 :J 
-<! Q.l. ~ 
.., 
:~ 
-~ 
:3 
f.=Pn!f 4 j 4 i 16 ! 
7. Earl 4 2 4 1 cr. AITan· ·- - --------
9-:- Baxter I 1 1 
l U. Gert 
11. Irene __ . ·---- -·- . 
J2. _DOll____ _ 4 6 u- 5 3 
13_!_Bob __ ~~------ --~-:...=_~~--==--=.=.~ _ ... ·----·· 
14'. Frank 15. Larsone ·--~--·-· -··----
1~ . AReresa 1 i i ± f f • ella 
18. Andrea 1 
19. Marie lf 1 6 3 
20 :-!Jive ---I 
21.. Mert 
22. Tim tir 1 , : !n f 2 I ~~· Wally 2 ~2 ----T-----
. J'acl< 1 1 1 ••u• • • 3 --- _____ m3 
..... I 
o I 
~ 
,., 
VII 
Dangerou 
J ob 
TABLE I! {_Qoncluded) 
VIII 
Talent 
IX 
Girl That Gets 
Along With 
Classmates 
X 
Boy That Gets 
Along With 
Classmates 
Total 
1. Diane o 
2. Arlyce ! 4 1 7 
3 . carl 2 3 1 '7 
~. Ralph l. c 5 
5. Cindy 9 Its 
b. Anna 1 7 l -=11 
7. Earl 1 4 ~ ~~o 
ts. _Allan l 2 10 
~. gaxter : 2 1 _ o. er r . 
11. Irene 2 
12 . DOn 8 2 5 33 
1j· JoE 1 f ~ 1 . rank !g· ~raone f 4 t ~ 
l • eresa 1 
i~· fiei1a 1: w • : : 4 
. . ndrea 
~~~ ~~e ¥ 2 S l 
~3. Phli o 
24. Ki~ 2 8 ~~: i:: ± i 1 i 
~$: Y:~v 1 g : :: i 1~ : 
..... 
0 
1\) 
II 
i 
I 
. I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS USED 
IN THE FOLLOWING SOCIOORAMS 
Girl 
0 Boy 
) Choice 
< ) Mutual Choice 
0/~ Triangle ChojJce 
---== 
103 
~I 
Copies of the ten eoc1ograms charted from the results 
of the Sociometric Tests I will be found on the following 
pages. 
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FIGURE XII 
SOCIOMETRIC TABULATION . FORM .. TEST TWO 
I 
Class 
President 
II III IV V 
First Second Third Help 
Birthday Birthday Birthday With 
Choice Choice Choice Work 
~ D~ane ·· ~ : . l~-:1 ~: ~1~~-- --~~~---~---=:----- -~- --- ~ !~19 ; . .. ~ -~ : ~ Ra~n------ . -- 27 3 2~-20 
: ~~~y 11-3-~-26 6 18-16 ~7 13 
20-8-10-21-27 
6 . Anna 17 - ll'-1 10 r-F2-3 
8-16 7. Ea.rr---~-~- -- -~~- 2-9-~5--~~-~ -----y----~T-26-20 14 ~~2 
23-8 8$ Allan 12 - 22- 16 
to. mter ___ _ _ 1s ____ m- ___ _Iiis~¥6 __ : _ _ 2Z6 _ _ _ ____ ----------~------
--------~-~----------- -- --- -~9 . 10 g4:;.~1 ------
1'3 'iX If X U 1SS 8; 111 11 '*' l5 - X hX Pj HE¥ ..... 
...., 
..... 
\ J1 
Total 
3-19-1_~_9 ___ _ 
f-1 
..... 
0'\ 
TABLE III 
...., 
~ 
___ __ _ ____ '!'@4E II~ (Conclucled} _ - -~ - - -~----- -- --····· ___ _ 
. VII VI!I IX x 
Dangerous Talent Girl That Gets Boy That Gets Total 
Job Along With Along \'11th 
Classmates Classmates 
-- ----
T 
~ 3 
3 ~ 
3 3 -g 
fJ 
~ 
CD 
I 
!I 
II 
!I 
I 
II 
II 
I 
I 
Copies or the t en soc1ogram3 charted from the results 
of the Soeiornetr1c Tests II t· ill be f ound on the follo ·1ing 
pages . 
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TABLE IV 
CO PARIS ON OF TOTAL . CHOICES 
Number Pu;eil Test I Test II 
5 Cindy 38 28 
12 Don 33 28 
6 Anna 31 13 
19 r'larie 22 21 
7 Earl 20 18 
28 Jack 19 23 
16 Theresa 13 13 
8 Allan 10 6 
13 Bob 9 10 
24 Kay 8 7 
15 Lars one 8 11 
27 vJally 8 8 
2 Arlyce 7 7 
3 Carl 7 5 
10 Gert 7 7 
21 Mert 7 6 
4 Ralph 5 8 
9 Baxter 5 9 
25 Ted 5 5 
20 Dave 4 6 
17 Shelia. . 4 8 
-- -- ...:::. ' ---= -==-·----- -=---=-=---
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TABLE IV ' Conc luded} 
Number PU;211 '!'est I Test ·II 
26 Ken 4 6 
11 · Irene 3 4 
14 Prank 2 5 
18 Andrea l 6 
1 Di ane 0 4 
23 Phi l 0 3 
22 Tim 0 5 
~ 
I -- = -~~ -.:..;t_ =--= 
TABLE V 
COMPARISON OF CHOICES 
Test I Test II 
0 Choices 3 Children o Children 
1 Choice 1 Child o Children 
2-5 Choices 8 Childre·r1 7 CJ:"t..i dren 
6 ... 17 Choices 10 Children 16 Children 
18-38 Choices 6 Childr'en 2 Children 
Tot al 28 Children 28 Children 
INDIVIDUAL STUDIES 
I 
I n order to present a clearer picture of the character- 1 
1stics of the twenty-eight pupils found to be Leaders or II 
Isolates by a Sociometric Test, brief summary paragraphs were 
written about individual children. 
... * * * * * * * 
Case Study l - Diane 
C. A. 10-4 
I . Q. 105 
School Marks Average - C 
This gil:·~ has a speech deficiency, and stammers. She 
likes her classmates, but is ignored. Both parents work, 
and her six-year old brother is her constant companion. 
Case Study 2 - Arlyce 
C. A. 10-2 
I. Q. 112 
School Marks Average - B 
She is an attractive girl with a friendly manner. Her 
indifference to girls is displayed by her preference to play 
basketball and baseball with the boys . She is athletically 
inclined. 
Case Study 3 - Carl 
C. A. 10 .. 4 
I. Q. 110 
School Marks Average - B 
He is a happy boisterous boy ~ with . ew home restraints. 
A very artisti c boy who would rather draw than apply himself 
to his schoolwork. 
I 
I 
I 
II 
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Case Study 4 - Ralph 
C. A. 9-11 
I. Q. 109 
School Marks Average - B 
He is very frail and ill a great deal. His cooperative 
parents and happy home life aid in helping him maintain his 
scholastic average. He is liked by his classmates for his 
creative ability. 
Case Study 2 - Cindy 
c. A. 10-1 
I. Q. 110 
School Marks Average - A 
She is well mannered, extremely modest, and quiet. Her 
sweet friendly ways, eagerness to help her classmates, and 
her attractiveness make her popularity tremendous. 
Case Study 6 - Anna 
Ce A. 10·5 
I. Q.. 118 School Marks Average - A 
She is deeply devoted to her brother, who is twelve 
years older, and is very self-assured and deliberate. She 
is very active in the Girl Scouts, is an accomplished 
pianistJ and leads her classmates with no effort . 
Case Stud¥ 7 - Earl 
C. A. 10-9 
I. Q. 108 
School Marks Average - B 
He is well liked by his classmates £or his athletic 
abilities. His musical talent is outstanding. He is ex-
tremely kind to his invalid mothero 
- ~- _:--
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I Case Study 8 - Allan 
I 
II 
I 
C. A. 10-1 School Marks Average - B 
I. Q. 105 
He shows no initiative, but is shy and kindly t o all. 
His father died two years ago. His mother supports the 
family on a limited i ncome. 
Case Study 9 ~ Baxter 
c. A. 10 ... 9 
I. Q. 88 
School Marks Average ~ C 
He has very devoted foster parents, is extremely 
conscientious, and works to capacity. He is indiffer nt to 
the group as a whole, but asserts himself in a small group . 
Case Study 10 - Gert 
c. A. 10-3 
I. Q. 111 School Marks Average - B 
She is motherly toward her younger brothers and her 
classmates. Her mother is a professional dancer and she is 
talent ed also in this field. Her eagerness t o help makes 
her the center of attention . 
Case Study 11 - .Irene 
C. A. 10-8 
I. Q. 107 
School Marks Average - B 
She is kind to her classmates, anxious to do ~ight, and 
extremel y shy. 
Case Study 12 - Don 
C. A. 10-5 
I . Q. 109 
School Marks Average - B 
He is dependable, with varied hobbies and interests. 
f airness makes his classmates seek his help. 
His 
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Case Study 13 - Bob 
C. A. 10-5 
I, Q. 125 
School Marks Average - A 
He is attractive, intelligent, and talented in music. 
He has an outstanding command of the English language. 
Case Study 14 - Frank 
C. A. 10-6 
I. Q. 104 
School Marks Average - C 
He is the constant companion of his father. Both are 
avid hunters and fishermen . He does not seek friends of his 
own age level as he should. 
Case Study 15 - Larsone 
c. A. 9 .. 1o 
I. Q. 95 
School Marks Average - C 
She is always good natured, and shares with the group 
all her material possessions. She is extremely talented in 
arts and crafts. 
Case Study 16 - Theresa 
C. A. 10-4 
I. Q. 96 School Marks Average - B 
She is a conscientious, highly nervous child. Her 
shy , sweet ways endear her to the group. 
Case Study 17 - Shelia 
C. A. 10-0 
I. Q. 112 
School Marks Average - B 
Poor vision, colorless and withdrawn. She has shown 
more interest and initiative this last term. Enjoys solitary 
reading . 
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Case Study 18 - Andrea 
C. A. 10- 8 
I. Q. 99 
School Marks Average -
An introvert, blushing whenever addressed. She is 
lJays concerned with the activities of her i mmediate family . 
Case Study 19 - Marie 
C. A. 12-11 
I. Qe 78 
School Marks Average - B 
She has been in this country for two year • Her progress 
from Grad s one t o five in this short time is tremendous. 
She could not speak English upon her arrival . Her la~guage 
h ndicap may be the cause of her I. Q. rating at this point. 
She is kind, religious and motherly. The children all adore 
her. 
Case Study 20 - Dave 
C. A. ll-0 
I. Q. 88 
School Marks Average - D 
He is insecure, and uncooperative with other children . 
An in~rovement in his fault finding ways has been gained to 
a certain extent . 
Case Study 21 - Mert 
C. A. ll-10 
I. Q. 80 
School Marks Average - D 
He is overly aggressive, and plays with children r~ve 
and six years old . His scholastic attainment is poor. 
Case Study i22- Tim 
C. A. 10-6 
I. Q. :103 
I 
School Marks Average ~ C 
He co~es from a l arge f mnily of seven chi ldren. His 
tattling mikes him unpopular. This is lus undesirable way 
of getting 1attention for he craves affection. He is trying 
to overcome this habit, and has gained a few friends . 
Case Stud¥ i23 - Phil 
c. A. il0-2 School Marks Average - C 
I. Q. ;92 
He is :rebellious i n all groups, 111-lcept and shunned by 
I 
his classmdtes . 
I 
I 
I 
Case Study 124 ... Kay 
I 
c. A. i96 School Marks Average ... B 
I. Q. 1 06 
Keeps 'house for her father and older brother. She is 
I 
sincer•e J likable and pleasant. 
Case Study !25 - Tony 
I 
c. A, :11-7 School Marks Average ... D 
I. Q. ;83 
i Emotionally immatureJ and small structured child. He 
i 
finds it di!fficult not to become involved in everyone's 
affair•s . 
11 Case Study ;26 - ~ 
' 
C. A. il0-2 
I. Q •. ~102 
School Marks Average - B 
This ooy is dependableJ studious and retiring. He 
desires the friendship of his classmates. 
I 
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Case Study 27 - Walll 
C. A. 9-10 
I . Q. 107 
School Marks Average - B 
A t iny boy who acts very immature. He likes animals 
and sports . His span of attention is short, and h i s easi l y 
distracted . 
Case Study 28 -~ 
C .. A. 10-9 
I. Q. 102 School Marks Average - A 
Jack is industrious, wel l-mannered and quiet . He is 
jolly, overweight, and very popular with his cla em tes 
because of his good-nacured wayso 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
This study was conducted to Q.i scover by Sociometric 
tes·'·ing the leaders and the isolates in the c l ass , to aid 
the leaders in maintaining their rating, and to help the 
isolates in improving their acceptability th~ough carrying 
out a unit series program. 
As a result of Sociometric procedures, the findings did 
show social growth. 
1. The findings of Test I showed three isolates 
and one near isolate. I n Test II there were no isolates. 
2. The sociogram helped the classroom teacher in 
observing, judging and recording group interaction. 
SOME HYPOTHETICAL CONCLUSIONS 
l. Sociograms do not show the reasons for the choices 
made by t he pupils, but do give the teacher an insight into 
the social structure of the class. 
2. A Sociometric test points out the isolates, and 
thus shows the children who need guidance in social acceptance~ 
3 . The classroom teacher may aid the improvement or 
t he social acceptance of a chil d through a unit series pro-
gram. 
4. In this study, two of the leaders had 78 and 96 
intelligence quotients. This would indicate that a leader 
·------
does not have to be superior to non-leaders in 
5 ~ The leaders i n Test I r .... mained leaders in Test II. 
It would appear that once -t he status of leadership has been 
attained, their position is maintained, 
6. Repetitious sociometric testing may divulge the 
amount of progress made within the social group. 
7. Sociometric testing with guidance could avert the 
socially inadjusted child in future years and bring about 
exped ent social adapt1on. 
8 ~ One area of learning can stimulate or ake more 
neaningful another area . 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
1. Continue the study of the class over a period of 
two years to determine social progress. 
2. Th comparison of the results or Sociometric test-
ing in t ·o groups, one of ~ hich used t he uni ta.r-,y tectn ique 
after the first test. 
A survey of the schools which have used Sociometric 
testing and their values might be or interest. 
4. Inclusion in case studies and class records the 
Sociometric findings of individuals. 
5. Try Sociometric testing followed by a unit series 
program using a larger population than this study. 
=- ---41-
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